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1 Introduction 
 

“Every single day I'm seething in rage. I punch my hand on my legs, Stab my mattress with a 

knife a lot, bite my hands until they bleed a lot, and when my mother isn't home I rage yell a 

lot. I'm surprised that I haven't had a stroke yet honestly. The worst part about my suffering is 

that women have caused it. If my woman friend actually cared about me she'd suck my dick 

and have sex with me. How the fuck do I cope with all of this?” 

 

 

The quote above is written by Incels.is user Guandamcel69. Incels.is is an online discussion 

forum for people who identify as “incels”, a portmanteau of the words “involuntary” and 

“celibate”. In Western popular culture celibacy is usually associated with religious conviction, 

for example Catholic priests or Buddhist monks taking vows of chastity. The most notable 

distinction between these examples and the incel phenomenon is the aspect of choice. 

Religious devotees choose to live lives of abstinence, while the key element of inceldom is 

the inability to make romantic or sexual connections despite desperately wanting them. This 

desperation is often felt so acutely that intense anger and vitriol is directed at the people who 

are seen as the cause of a person’s inceldom. As incels are almost exclusively heterosexual 

men, it follows that the cause of their inceldom, according to them, is women. The incel 

community is one of the most vehemently misogynistic online subcultures I’ve personally 

ever encountered, and as someone who started exploring the internet at the tender age of nine, 

this is quite a feat. 

The incel community lies at the intersection of two big interests of mine: internet culture and 

hate groups. I first learnt of the incel phenomenon in 2013 through a now deleted WordPress 

blog called “Governments Get Girlfriends”. The blog was a hot topic of online discussion at 

the time due to the blog owner’s outrageous proposal that governments should fund programs 

that would pay women to date lonely and socially awkward men. According to the blog owner 

this would help trigger a more egalitarian and society-wide “redistribution of sex” (Futrelle 

2018). Likening sex to a resource like money might be striking to the uninitiated but it is very 

commonplace in the incel world (Brzuszkiewicz 2020, p. 5).  

The way incels transform their personal grievances into a comprehensive political ideology is 

of great interest to me, and it is also what I want to explore in this thesis. By using critical 

discourse analysis, I intend to study the way incels talk about three main targets of their 

hatred: women, the feminist movement, and sexually active heterosexual men. Using the 
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concept of hegemonic masculinity, I also aim to identify incel discourses on masculinity to 

examine how they relate to their own masculinities. The material for this project consists of 

posts I’ve collected from Incels.is during the span of about two months, and analysed with the 

following research questions in mind: 

• How do the users of Incels.is perceive women and Western feminism? 

• How do the users of Incels.is perceive themselves in relation to hegemonic masculinity 

and sexually active heterosexual men? 

 

 

 

2 Theoretical background 
 

 

In the following chapter I will present the theoretical basis of my thesis. I will start off by 

giving a comprehensive overview of the academic literature that currently exists on the incel 

community. As I also rely heavily on Raewyn Connell’s theory of hegemonic masculinity 

throughout my research, I will explain the concept and finally demonstrate how it’s being 

utilised in research on the incel community.  

 

 

2.1 Incels 

 

While much media attention has been paid to incels in recent years because of several high-

profile massacres being committed by self-identified incels, the same cannot be said about 

academic research on the community. Within academia, literature on incels is still quite 

scarce, albeit steadily growing (Cottee 2021, p. 93; Chang 2020, p. 13; Tranchese & Sugiura 

2021, p. 2; Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 565; Segalewicz 2020, p. 3). I have with the help of the 

existing literature familiarised myself with the community through a sociological and, more 

specifically, masculinity studies-focused lens.  

In this subchapter I will first discuss the origins and history of the incel community, and 

briefly describe the online men’s rights space dubbed the “manosphere”, which incels are 

widely considered to be a part of. I will then go into detail on who the incels are, what they 

believe, how they see the world, and why. As language is one of the most important 
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components of world-building and the construction of identity, especially online where 

language is the main mode of communication, incels' use of highly esoteric and distinct 

vernacular needs to be examined. Terms and phrases need to be explained as they feature 

heavily throughout this thesis, and because they are extremely informative when it comes to 

understanding the ideology of the incel community. 

 

2.1.1 The origins of the incel community 
 

The term “involuntarily celibate”, shortened to incel, was first used in 1997 by a female 

undergraduate student at Carlton University in Ontario, Canada. The student, having trouble 

finding romantic and sexual partners, created a website called “Alana’s Involuntary Celibacy 

Project” for people of all genders dealing with similar problems (Byerly 2020, p. 291; Cottee 

2021, p. 97; Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 566). The original purpose of a community for the 

involuntarily celibate was to offer support to its members while also functioning as a self-help 

group where people could give each other tips on how find love and/or sexual partners. As 

stated on the now defunct website, incels were defined as “anyone of any gender who was 

lonely, had never had sex or who hadn’t had a relationship in a long time” (Tranchese & 

Sugiura 2021, p. 7). 

Alana, known only by her first name, gave up the website when the community was still in its 

infancy. As the internet grew and developed its own specific culture, so did the incel 

community, and when it eventually migrated to other social media and discussion-based 

platforms such as 4Chan and Reddit it experienced an influx of mostly male members (Byerly 

2020, p. 291; Cottee 2021, p. 97). Perhaps most notably, the incel community on Reddit, 

r/Incels, drew a large amount of particularly zealous members. This ultimately led to the 

subreddit getting banned in November of 2017 as it violated Reddit’s community guidelines 

and incited violence against women (Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 566-567). Before it was banned, 

the subreddit had amassed 40,000 members (Byerly 2020, p. 293).   

On May 23rd of 2014, 22-year-old Elliot Rodger shot and killed 6 people, injured 14 and later 

killed himself in Isla Vista, California. He was originally planning on targeting a University 

of California sorority house, but after trying and failing to get through the front door he 

instead shot at random people on the street (Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 569; Chang 2020, p. 1; 

Segalewicz 2020, p. 2; Vito et al. 2018; Witt 2020, p. 675). Shortly before the massacre, 

Rodger uploaded a video to the video sharing platform YouTube titled “Elliot Rodger’s 
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Retribution”, in which he blamed women for his inability to get a girlfriend or have sex and 

laid out his plan to “slaughter every stuck-up blond slut I see inside there […] I’ll take great 

pleasure in slaughtering all of you. You will finally see that I am in truth the superior one. The 

true alpha male.” (Cottee 2021, p. 106). On women rejecting him, he complained: “I don’t 

know why you girls aren’t attracted to me, but I will punish you all for it. It’s an injustice, a 

crime, because... I’m the perfect guy and yet you throw yourselves at these obnoxious men 

instead of me, the supreme gentleman” (Cottee 2021, p. 106). He also released a 133-page 

manifesto titled My Twisted World that outlined more of his world view and vitriolic hatred of 

women (Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 569).  

The deadliest incel-related terrorist attack was committed in Toronto, Canada. In April of 

2018, now 28-year-old software developer Alek Minassian drove a rented van into a crowd of 

people, killing 10 and injuring 16. It is not only the deadliest incel-related massacre but also 

the deadliest vehicle-ramming attack in Canadian history. Before the attack, Minassian 

updated his Facebook status with the following: “The Incel Rebellion has already begun! [...] 

All hail the Supreme Gentleman Elliot Rodger!” (Segalewicz 2020, p. 2; Chang 2020, p. 2; 

Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 570; Bratich & Banet-Weiser 2019, p. 5015; Maxwell et al. 2020, p. 

1852-1853; Witt 2020, 676).  

Since the massacre committed by Rodger in 2014, deadly violence by men who identify as 

incels have occurred in Edmonton, Canada, and Oregon, New Mexico, and Florida in the 

United States (Tranchese & Sugiura 2021, p. 7). Incel violence has at the time of writing 

claimed nearly 50 lives (Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 569). It bears mentioning, however, that 

violence committed by self-identified incels is statistically rare (Cottee 2021, p. 97; 

Segalewicz 2020, p. 3; Scaptura & Boyle 2020, p. 280). It is also worth mentioning that 

violence committed by incels is most of the time directed inwards, as it is a community 

characterised by not only visceral misogyny but also intense self-hatred and self-destructive 

tendencies. 

Between the attacks of 2014 and 2018, the incel movement had grown considerably and 

become an established part of a group of connected online communities known as the 

“manosphere”. The manosphere is comprised of various male supremacist spaces such as 

MGTOW (Men Going Their Own Way, a group that encourages gender segregation and for 

men to completely divest from women), pickup artists, antifeminists, men’s rights activists, 

paleomasculinist (who believe that male supremacy and patriarchy is the natural order of 

human societies) and incels (Bratich & Banet-Weiser 2019, p. 5008; Cottee 2021, p. 94; 
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Marwick & Caplan 2018; Van Valkenburgh 2018, p. 1; Ging 2017, p. 639; Segalewicz 2020, 

p. 11; Schmitz & Kazyak 2016, p. 2). The manosphere is understood as a mainly internet-

based backlash against the rise and growing social acceptance of feminism, and it is 

imperative to place the incel movement within this context when investigating how its 

members discuss and perceive gender relations (Tranchese & Sugiura 2021, p. 7).  

The anonymity and social function of the internet has enabled men to express intensely 

misogynistic viewpoints largely without consequence. It has also allowed misogynists to seek 

out each other and create networks revolving around their hatred of women and their feelings 

of injustice and maltreatment (Holt et al. 270, p. 860; Rafail & Freitas 2019). The ease with 

which one can join online communities regardless of location or age has brought about an 

explosive rise in different masculinist networks. According to Tranchese and Sugiura (2020), 

“in particular, online communities and virtual platforms have provided the means for 

collective animosity to advance on an exponential scale” (p. 7). The strong sense of 

community encourages the creation and maintenance of a collective identity, especially in 

cases where people feel isolated from the rest of society. In the case of the manosphere’s 

different communities, the collective identity is centred around simultaneous hostility towards 

and an obsession with women (Maxwell et al. 2020, p. 1855). The fact that the incel 

community didn’t start growing rapidly until Web 2.0 (or the interactive, more collaborative 

internet) was established speaks to how important the social aspect of inceldom and 

“networked misogyny” is: 

Social media sites became spaces where sadness and loneliness could be worked on 

and multiplied. As lonely as they might be, incels are not so as individuals. They are a 

networked set of actors, in communication, inspiring and feeding off each other, while 

sharing a misogynistic core – an entire misogyny media ecology. (Bratich & Banet-

Weiser 2019, p. 5016) 

 

2.1.2 Who are the incels? 
 

The term “incel” is currently predominantly used to refer to men who identify as involuntary 

celibates, people who are unable to find a sexual or romantic partner despite wanting one. 

Incels belong to a manosphere-based internet subculture that has taken this in most cases 

temporary sexual frustration and politicised it in a way that places the blame of their celibacy 

and loneliness on women for maliciously “denying” them sex (Cottee 2021, p. 95; Bratich & 
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Banet-Weiser 2019; Byerly 2020, p. 291-292; Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 567). Incels actively 

despise not only women but also outgroup men, be they the hypermasculine alpha men incels 

call “Chads” or the lowly conformist betas. In the highly hierarchical worldview of incels 

there are only two categories of men who gain access to women, men at the top of the 

hierarchy who get to have noncommittal sexual relations with women and the foolish 

“normies” whom women marry, have children with and ultimately drain of financial 

resources.  

According to incel lore, women in their twenties live care-free lives and “ride the cock 

carousel”, i.e. have casual sex with as many different men as possible, until they feel it’s time 

to settle down and start a family (Lin 2017, p. 89). To do this, women strategically seek out 

safe but ultimately passive and unexciting male partners who will provide them with the 

committed relationships they desire while raising children. Interestingly, while a lot of incels 

claim to want nothing more than a committed and loving relationship, men who are in 

relationships with women are met with almost as much vitriol as the women themselves. To 

incels these men are submissive “betas” who let their female partners take advantage of them, 

as the ideal heterosexual relationship in the incel imagination is staunchly patriarchal and built 

on traditional gender roles (Byerly 2020, p. 302). Incels believe that women who settle down 

with “betas” do it solely because of the financial stability that it brings them, and that while 

the man is working to provide for his family the woman is being unfaithful with men who are 

more masculine and dominant than him (Glace et al. p. 2021; Lin 2017).  

Glace et al. (2021, p. 6) point to the prevalence of the word “cuck” as an insult used by incels 

to describe men they deem weak and subservient to women. “Cuck” is an abbreviation of the 

term “cuckold”, a fetishistic porn subgenre in which a white man is made to watch and film 

his (white) wife have sex with a black man. In this scenario, the white husband is the cuckold 

and the black man “taking” his wife the cuckolder (Lokke 2019, p. 214). It is a phenomenon 

characterised by anti-black racism and white masculine anxiety and inadequacy. The black 

man is hypersexualised “to the point of dehumanisation” and represented as the ultimate 

aggressor as he’s humiliating and emasculating the white cuckold by having sex with his wife 

(Glace et al. 2021, p. 7). The way the term is used by incels often obscures the racial aspect of 

the original fetish, but the disdain for male weakness, especially as it pertains to love and 

relationships, is evident. 

In Incel (E)motives: Resentment, Shame and Revenge, Simon Cottee (2021, p. 97) explains 

that incels categorise their celibacy not as a temporary state of being but a “life-situation” that 
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defines them as individuals. While others might see an involuntary lack of sex as an 

unpleasant but ultimately momentary situation, incels define their identity mainly by the fact 

that women won’t sleep with them. Sex then becomes the answer to all life’s trials and 

tribulations, and the key to a normal, healthy life that is being denied them by shallow and 

choosy women. They see themselves as oppressed because of their celibacy and at the bottom 

of the social hierarchy in modern Western society (Chang 2020, p. 2). They believe that 

because of feminism, women now have the opportunity to freely choose their sexual and 

romantic partners and do so at the expense of incels who do not measure up because of their 

supposedly unattractive physical attributes (Segalewicz 2020, p. 2). Women are thought to be 

fundamentally shallow people who only value men for their looks and material possessions 

and who don’t care about personality or integrity. This bears a striking resemblance to the 

familiar “good guys finish last” trope, which is not surprising as incels are heavily invested in 

pop culture stereotypes and caricatures (Cottee 2021, p. 96). Incels believe women are 

biologically driven to only find certain male features attractive to such an extent that even a 

man with wrists that are considered slightly too thin (a “wristcel” in incel vernacular) is 

deemed fundamentally undesirable by women and destined for eternal inceldom (Hoffman et 

al. 2020, p. 567). This view of women and society breeds hopelessness, nihilism and 

disillusionment within the incel community, as there is truly no hope or chance of 

improvement when the reason for your celibacy is biological and unchangeable (Baele et al. 

2019, p. 17). 

While the concept of involuntary celibacy was originally a gender-neutral one, this is no 

longer the case. The incel ideology in its current form is vehemently misogynistic and anti-

woman, and it would be inaccurate to suggest that women can also be incels. Women might 

feel like the term involuntary celibate applies to them and their current situation, but they 

cannot partake in a subculture that actively rejects and despises them (Cottee 2021, p. 94; 

Maxwell et al. 2020, p. 1862).  

According to incel ideology it is impossible for a woman to be celibate involuntarily, as it is 

believed that women are the most “sexually wealthy” people in society and can find a sexual 

or romantic partner essentially any time they’d like (Brzuszkiewicz 2020, p. 6; Segalewicz 

2020, p. 23). Because of this, women can only ever be voluntary celibates, shortened to 

“volcels” in incel vernacular. Women identifying as incels is taken as an affront to the incel 

community as incels believe that women have an obligation to make themselves sexually 

available to them. Any woman refusing to do so while simultaneously calling herself 
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involuntarily celibate is seen as hypocritical, because she could easily solve the problem of 

both her voluntary celibacy and incels’ involuntary celibacy by having sex with them. The 

celibacy of some women is then explained by the fact that they have unrealistically high 

standards and narrow preferences when it comes to male partners, or as incels call this 

phenomenon, “the 80/20 rule”. This means that 20 percent of men who are at the top of the 

sexual hierarchy (mostly in terms of physical attractiveness) have access to 80 percent of all 

women, or rather that the remaining 80 percent of men will have to do with the remaining 

bottom 20 percent of women (“Hypergamy” 2021; Pelzer 2021, p. 213). This equation 

undoubtedly leaves many men without partners altogether. This also explains the existence of 

incels, who according to themselves will never meet the unrealistic standards they say women 

put on them and are destined to live a lonely life devoid of love and intimacy (Maxwell et al. 

2020, p. 1862). 

 

 

2.1.3 Demographics 
 

While little research has been dedicated to mapping out the demographics of incel 

communities, the discussion forum that I centre my thesis around, Incels.is, has in both late 

2019 and early 2020 conducted their own demographic surveys. The results of these surveys 

can be used to paint a picture of what kind of people are drawn to the incel subculture and 

why. The most recent survey from March 2020 garnered almost 700 participants, and while it 

is impossible to tell if the participants answered truthfully or not the results are still significant 

enough to be looked at (ADL 2020). Since incels are distrustful of the rest of society in 

general and academia in particular, a community poll made within the community itself might 

be the only way to garner this kind of data. 

According to the March 2020 survey on Incels.is (then Incels.co), 82 percent of its users were 

between the ages of 18 and 30. Almost one in ten reported that they were under the age of 17, 

something that could be cause for serious concern because of the subculture’s potential for 

radicalisation. 81 percent were from either Europe or North America which is not surprising 

considering that incels are a mainly Western phenomenon. There are, however, users from 

every other continent except Antarctica. 84 percent of the respondents had at the time of 

taking the poll never had a romantic relationship with a woman, 63 percent had never once 

kissed anyone, and 84,5 percent had never had sex. Unsurprisingly, the percentage of those 

who had done any one of these things before were met with anger from users challenging 
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their identities as incels and their presence on the forum. 20 percent of the respondents 

reported to having engaged in sexual activity with an escort, something that did not elicit the 

same type of angry response as the ones that had had sex without paying. While this might 

seem highly inconsistent, according to incel logic only consensual, unremunerated sex is 

deemed legitimate enough to eradicate someone’s status as an incel (ADL 2020).  

The survey also included questions about the respondents’ mental health. Almost 90 percent 

answered “no” on the question “Are you happy?”, and a majority reported feeling pessimistic 

and hopeless about their future. According to the survey, 67,5 percent of Incels.is users suffer 

from long-term depression. 74 percent say they suffer from constant anxiety and/or stress in 

their daily lives. According to another survey conducted in 2020, 64,3 percent of the over 250 

self-identified incels who participated said they experienced depressive symptoms while 59,6 

percent experienced symptoms related to anxiety. Almost 50 percent of these participants also 

had suicidal ideation (Speckhard et al. 2021, 100). These results show that mental health 

issues are prevalent in the incel community, which comes as no surprise considering the 

ideology’s pessimistic nature (ADL 2020).  

Incels regularly chronicle their feelings of loneliness and isolation. Lack of social support and 

community is strongly linked to not only depression and low self-esteem, but also more 

negative perceptions of negative social interactions. While individuals with adequate and 

fulfilling social lives experience unpleasant interactions as minor disruptions, lonely 

individuals are much more negatively impacted by them (Maxwell et al. 2020, p. 1853). 

Research shows that people who have been unable to form romantic and sexual connections 

with other people often feel like they’ve missed out on a central part of life. People who feel 

they’ve been “left behind” by having these experiences later than their peers or not having 

them at all are more likely to feel like they’re abnormal, which in turn makes them more 

apprehensive about pursuing relationships in general (Donnelly et al. 2001, p. 161; Glace et 

al. 2021, p. 1). This is especially true for men who because of societal expectations 

surrounding masculinity are under more pressure to be sexually active (Sprecher & Regan 

1996, p. 12). According to Maxwell et al. (2020, p. 1854), people who are involuntarily single 

experience higher levels of anxiety and depression and are generally less satisfied with life 

than voluntary singles. 

Most of the results of this survey are largely in line with how incels are usually depicted in the 

public imagination. One result that might be unexpected is the ethnic diversity of the forum 

users. A little over half (55 percent) identified as white or Caucasian, meaning that 45 percent 
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of the users are non-white (ADL 2020). While incels are predominantly depicted as white in 

media, their diversity is notable because of the white supremacist themes of the incel 

ideology. This follows a common theme of most subgroups of the manosphere, but what 

makes incels unique is their relative diversity. Non-white members of the incel community 

often seem to both actively endorse these white supremacist views but also share experiences 

that point to a sophisticated understanding of systemic racist discrimination (Cottee 2021, p. 

95; Glace et al. 2021, p. 6; Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 568). 

 

2.1.4 Incel ideology 

 

In this subchapter I will explore the ideology and worldview of the incel community. The 

incel ideology is an assemblage of pop culture tropes, stereotypes seemingly borrowed from 

early 2000s American high school films and cartoonishly misogynistic ideas about the 

inherent nature of women. According to Cottee (2021, p. 96), the incel ideology “is rooted in 

a kind of incel lore – a stock of inherited cliches, wisdoms and cautionary tales - about the 

natural order of things”. While the political leanings of incels are quite varied, a couple of 

core beliefs unite the subculture: the belief that society is hierarchically organised according 

to physical attractiveness, and that women are to blame for this hierarchy by practising 

hypergamy (Pelzer 2021, p. 213). 

 

The red pill and the black pill 

One of the pillars of incel ideology which is also common in the greater manosphere 

subculture is the idea that one needs to “take the red pill” (alternatively become “redpilled”), 

an analogy for “waking up” and seeing the world and society for how it really is (Hoffman et. 

al. 2020, p. 568; Pelzer et al. 2021, p. 213). This terminology is taken from the 1999 

dystopian science fiction film The Matrix by the Wachowskis. Neo, the main character in the 

film, is asked to choose between taking two pills, one coloured red and the other one blue. If 

Neo chooses to take the red pill the dystopian truth about the world will be revealed to him, 

which is that what he thinks is reality is in fact a simulation and humans are actually 

imprisoned in pods built by sophisticated human-made AI that have turned against them to 

now drain them of their life force and render them in a constant dream state, unaware of their 

own enslavement (Ging 2017, p. 3; Van Valkenburgh 2018, p. 4). If Neo chooses the blue 
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pill, he returns to the simulation and forgets he was ever approached by Morpheus, the leader 

of the resistance. The choice, then, is between living in complacent delusion and becoming 

aware of a potentially uncomfortable truth.  

Within the manosphere, taking the red pill means accepting the premise that men are 

oppressed and exploited by women on a near-global scale, and that feminism is to blame for 

this (Bratich & Banet-Weiser 2019, p. 5016; Ging 2017, p. 1; Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 568). 

Accepting this premise is imperative when becoming a part of the manosphere, despite there 

being a vast diversity of opinions on most other topics. The feminist view that women are 

oppressed by men and that feminism is actively opposing this subjugation is “the matrix” in 

this analogy (Van Valkenburgh 2018, p. 6). According to incels and the wider manosphere, 

men need to take the red pill to free themselves of their own societal captivity and realise their 

true inferior status in relation to women. Like in The Matrix, when the illusion breaks the ugly 

truth of widespread exploitation is revealed; in the film it is “humanity’s enslavement by the 

objects of their creation, while [the manosphere] posits men’s exploitation by women” (Van 

Valkenburgh 2018, p. 5). The purpose of men becoming aware of this supposed exploitation 

is to initiate a “revelatory shift in masculine thinking” and offer a route to “recoup men’s 

‘natural’ abilities” (Bratich & Banet-Weiser 2019, p. 5008). In other words, the goal is to 

regain the privileges that have allegedly been lost because of the legislative and cultural 

strides of feminism.  

While the red pill is currently quite widely known outside of the world of the manosphere, 

incels have amongst themselves created an even more disillusioned level of this ideology. It is 

based on the idea of the red pill but takes it one step further and is aptly called the “black pill” 

to illustrate its bleak nature. The black pill posits that women are biologically hard-wired to 

only find certain physical attributes attractive in men and as a result, men who don’t possess 

these attributes have approximately zero chance of ever being sexually or romantically 

successful with women (Bratich & Banet-Weiser 2019, p. 5017; Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 568). 

The black pill accepts the premise of the red pill, that it is women who have the societal 

power and men are exploited by them, but also adds that resistance to this fact is futile and 

that if you are unlucky enough to be born an incel, you might as well give up and “lay down 

and rot”, commonly abbreviated to LDAR, because no woman will ever consider you for 

partnership ("LDAR” 2021; Price & Pratten 2021; Pelzer et al. 2021, p. 213).  

Some incels are committed to physical self-improvement in hopes of increasing their chances 

of finding a mate, be it through fitness and diet, skincare, grooming or more extreme courses 
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of action such as plastic surgery or anabolic steroids (Hines 2019, Incels Wiki n.d.). These 

efforts to improve one’s appearance are in the incel vocabulary called “looksmaxxing”, and 

incels also see female beauty rituals like wearing make-up as strategic and sometimes even 

deceitful looksmaxxing (Brzuszkiewicz 2020, p. 6). The goal of looksmaxxing is to make 

oneself attractive enough to “ascend”, to free oneself of the incel label by forming a sexual 

and/or romantic bond with a woman. A blackpilled incel finds these efforts to be both useless 

and naïve, because according to him there is no chance of an incel ever being anything other 

than an incel. To the blackpilled incel, even the notion that any true incel (or “truecel”) may 

have a possibility of ascension is absurd and delusional thinking (Segalewicz 2020, p. 22). To 

take the black pill means resigning oneself to the fact that involuntary celibacy is “an eternal 

sentence, a curse, a destiny” (Bratich & Banet-Weiser 2019, p. 5017).  

In the original incel subreddit, users used to upload photos of themselves asking “is it over?”, 

wanting to know if they ever had any hope of finding love or romance despite their perceived 

physical flaws. A commonly parroted phrase of the users who described themselves as 

blackpilled was “it never even began”, meaning that because of the appearance of the user 

who posted a photo of himself, women would never find him attractive, and it would be better 

for him to just give up and embrace hopelessness (“It’s over” 2021). In other words, the black 

pill is a perspective characterised by extreme nihilism and dismay.  

In Incel (E)motives: Resentment, Shame and Revenge, Simon Cottee (2021) describes three 

main values of the incel subculture: misogyny, victimhood, and fatalism. While misogyny as 

a defining value of incels might be self-explanatory, Cottee (2021, p. 100) specifies that it’s a 

hatred of women characterised by extreme resentment, as women are both “the desired but 

unobtainable object” and the reason why incels are destined to be alone forever. In this way 

incels position themselves as victims, both of society in general and of individual women in 

particular. Incels even see themselves as victims of their very genes, destined to be too short 

or too bald or too unattractive enough to ever break free from their inceldom (Cottee 2021, p. 

101).  

The red and black pills function as victim-creating mechanisms in the incelosphere, 

constructing a narrative in which feminism has been deemed superfluous and is now violently 

infringing on the rights of men while condoning and rationalising women’s wrongdoings 

(Cottee 2019, p. 101; Maxwell et al. 2020, p. 1859; Tranchese & Sugiura 2021, p. 7). Cottee 

(2019, p. 101) describes incels as a “wound culture” (Seltzer 1997) in which its members 

connect through similar pain and suffering. Incel is an identity primarily defined by and 
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confirmed through suffering. By airing their grievances to their peers, they form stronger 

connections which is often vital for individuals plagued by loneliness. Bonding in incel 

communities is however not a therapeutic process aimed at relieving suffering and 

establishing connections, but rather a process that creates echo chamber of radicalisation and 

escalation (Bratich & Banet-Weiser 2019, p. 5017). Members of the incel community 

reinforce instead of ease each other's feelings of hopelessness and isolation. Because the red 

and black pills posit that the rest of the world is involved in a conspiracy to make people 

believe women are oppressed and to hide the true victims of oppression, men, incels find like-

minded individuals who know the “truth” in each other, which leads to further isolation from 

the rest of society.  

The fatalism of the subculture is particularly noticeable in the way the black pill functions. As 

the black pill says that there is no hope of change and women are biologically hard-wired to 

find incels unworthy of love and intimacy, personal responsibility and the benefits of self-

improvement are removed from the equation. Incels believe that they are at the bottom of the 

sexual hierarchy while women are at the top, and that feminism is a “sexual strategy” that has 

made women the sole decision-makers when it comes to picking partners (Glace et al. 2021, 

p. 1; Van Valkenburgh 2018, p. 6). While this means that incels adopt quite a grim and 

unforgiving view of both themselves and the world around them, it also means that they don’t 

see their inability to form relationships as a problem within their control, but as the fault of 

women and an appearance-obsessed society (Cottee 2021, p. 101; Segalewicz 2020, p. 20). 

Some incels have described this realisation as “exhilarating”, saying it feels like they’re 

finally hearing the “truth about [themselves] after a lifetime of fake validation” (Hines 2019). 

In a 2020 survey of over 250 self-identified incels, 74,6 percent of the participants agreed 

with the statement that the black pill is “liberating” (Speckhard et al. 2021, p. 99). 

 

Antifeminism 

 

While incels make their grievances with society obvious, identifying what they support and 

how they want to solve the problems they face is a lot more difficult. The incel community is 

relatively diverse both in terms of political affiliation and potential solutions, and there 

doesn’t seem to be any discernible consensus when it comes to politics (Cottee 2021, p. 96). 

However, what can be said is that the incel ideology is one of staunch gender traditionalism 

and a longing for the gender roles and nuclear family structure that preceded second wave 
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feminism. The most coveted kind of female partner according to incels is the mythical, 

stereotypically docile, and submissive housewife of the 1950s, a decade that they idealise 

similarly to cultural conservatives (Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 573; Brzuszkiewicz 2020, p. 5).  

According to incels, it was considerably easier for heterosexual men to find female partners 

before modern feminism, as women were economically dependent on men and unwed women 

were far less socially accepted than they are now. This, according to the incel worldview, 

meant women were forced to lower their standards and go against their biologically 

determined physical preferences to seek out a male partner out of necessity rather than desire, 

and men who wouldn’t otherwise “get picked” still got what incels want the most, sex and a 

female life partner (Cottee 2021, p. 96). As it became more common for women to participate 

in the workforce and earn a living on their own, they no longer had to rely on men for 

financial support. With birth control becoming more readily available women could decide for 

themselves when and with whom to have children, and the legalisation of abortion has given 

women the right to terminate unwanted pregnancies (Pelzer et al. 2021, p. 2013). To incels, 

women are no longer forcibly tied to men through reproductive, financial, and normative 

structures and this has led to great social decay and a considerable rise in male sexlessness. 

Feminism has disrupted “what [incels] see as a natural order whereby women and broader 

societal structures would be organized around heterosexual and monogamous couplings” 

(Menzie 2020, p. 8). Through this lens incels transform their individual sexlessness into a 

structural problem that is simultaneously a sign of impending societal collapse.  

Because incels deny the existence of female-targeted gender inequality, feminism is seen as 

superfluous and unnecessary (Drakett et al. 2018, p. 110). Since women supposedly have all 

the rights they need and these rights supposedly supersede the rights of men, advocating for 

women’s interests is interpreted as lobbying for the continued supremacy of an already 

privileged and coddled group (Chang 2020, p. 12). Feminism is demonised in the incel 

community largely in accordance with broader antifeminist tactics; it is likened to Nazism and 

described as responsible for corrupting contemporary Western society by robbing men of their 

dominant position and giving women too much power (Glace et al. 2021, p. 2; Ging & 

Siapera 2018, p. 519; Lin 2017, p. 78; Schmitz & Kazyak 2016, p. 7). Incels believe that 

feminism has created a “gynocentric” world where men are seen as disposable and tasked 

with doing most of the difficult and necessary labour. Men have through technological 

advancements and sacrifice created the very society in which powerful feminist forces now 

favour women while simultaneously “brainwashing” them into thinking they’re victims of 
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systemic oppression (Lin 2017, p. 88). The numerous ways in which women are subjugated 

on a global scale and overrepresented as victims of gender-based violence, for example, is 

either believed to be false or exaggerated, or ignored completely (Schmitz & Kazyak 2016, p. 

10).  

Ironically, incels see women talking about their victimisation under patriarchy as a calculated 

and manipulative sympathy grab but simultaneously claim to be one of the most victimised 

groups in society (Cottee 2021, p. 11). A notable aspect of the way incels talk about their own 

societal victimisation is the fact that they regularly appropriate language associated with 

feminism and social justice movements (Schmitz & Kazyak 2016, p. 8). According to Glace 

et al. (2021), incels use jargon and rhetoric typically associated with the way marginalised 

groups talk about their subjugation to “diminish [their] own position[s] of power”. It is also a 

question of convenience, since the incel community doesn’t have to develop its own 

terminology if it borrows what’s already widely in use by social justice groups for anti-social 

justice purposes. This tendency can be found in other subcultures of the manosphere and the 

alt-right as well, as white, heterosexual masculinity becomes more invested in the perspective 

of identity politics and social justice: 

“Through this process, White men frame themselves as victims (Messner 1993: 77) 

and inequality becomes less easily identified. [...] By strategically borrowing elements 

of the performative “styles” associated with various marginalized and subordinated 

“Others,” research has documented the more pernicious consequences of these hybrid 

practices. (Bridges & Pascoe 2014, p. 252) 

By linking itself to less privileged social positions, the white masculinity that is predominant 

in the incel community conceals its privileged position and shrinks itself to seem marginalised 

and gain social legitimacy. The way in which incels describe coming to terms with their 

perceived marginalisation also bears a resemblance to social justice movements. In the incel 

imagination, taking the red or black pill means “waking up” and seeing what the world is 

really like, akin to the consciousness-raising practices of second-wave feminism. Being red- 

or blackpilled means having developed a critical consciousness regarding society, and being 

aware of oppressive structures which the “normies”1 don’t see and which the feminist 

movement supposedly doesn’t want men to be aware of (Glace et al. 2021, p. 6).  

 
1 A derogatory slang term for “normal person”, a conformist with conventional interests.  
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While incels and several other groups of the manosphere (particularly men’s rights activists) 

often highlight the very real ways in which men face societal hardship for being men, 

feminism is singled out as the culprit. The statistical over-representation of men as victims of 

for example suicide and violent crime is seen as a result of an enduring feminist attack on men 

and masculinity, rather than of masculinity in crisis. Traditional masculine ideals such as 

stoicism, rationality and the suppression of emotions are highly idealised in the manosphere, 

but simultaneously there’s a sense of anger and fierce resentment directed at women 

specifically and society more generally for expecting men to live up to impossible standards 

(Schmitz & Kazyak 2016, p. 8-9). Anger is also (mis)directed at feminism for taking attention 

away from men’s issues and creating a narrative wherein women are the sole victims of 

gender inequality. The legitimate issues surrounding masculinity and the unrealistic and 

harmful standards it sets for men is then weaponised against feminism while little attention is 

paid to potential solutions to this problem. The existence of well-established feminist critiques 

of harmful masculine gender norms that largely align with incel critiques of the same issues 

are ignored while attacks on feminism are prevalent (O’Donnell 2020, p. 655; Gotell & 

Dutton, 2016; Blais & Dupuis-Déri 2012).  

 

2.1.5 The incel cryptolect 

 

The uninitiated might be taken aback by the impenetrable language and slang that incels use 

to communicate with one another. While the incel worldview is certainly informed by the 

misogyny present in wider society, what sets it apart is the language used to express that 

misogyny. According to Simon Cottee (2021, p. 98), through language incels are 

“communicating their identity as incels and confirming their status as members of the 

subculture; conversely, anyone who posts in an incel online forum and does not use the 

established incel argot is instantly recognized as an outsider”. Because the incel subculture 

exists almost entirely online, subculture signifiers like clothing and gestures are not effective 

ways of communicating ingroup belonging. The main unifying attribute of the subculture is 

not its aesthetic but its ideology, so the ways of showing belonging and a shared identity are 

going to reflect this fact.  

Like a lot of other subgroups of the manosphere, incels are fond of using shock value and 

provocation when communicating. Who can be the most inflammatory and militant in their 

speech is directly tied to who is seen as having the most right to claim the incel identity. This, 
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however, doesn’t mean that incels are not sincere when expressing their opinions. It does 

mean taking what incels say (or rather, write) strictly at face value overlooks the fact that 

online personas and group identities are to a large extent performative (Cottee 2021, p. 99; 

Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 577; Maxwell et al. 2020, p. 1870; Witt 2020, p. 677). How people 

express themselves online is seldom an entirely accurate reflection of their complex and 

multifaceted personalities, even though incels assert that inceldom is the one defining feature 

of their lives and experiences. On the other hand, the anonymity afforded to people on the 

internet might incite them to be more honest and forthright, as what they say cannot with ease 

be traced back to them as individuals. This is especially true for highly sensitive or taboo 

topics. Maxwell et al. (2020, p. 1870) suggest that “communal normalisation” might lead to 

people in stigmatised or otherwise peripheral communities sharing views and communicating 

in ways they wouldn’t outside of that specific community. In incel communities, for example, 

the feverous misogyny is both a direct result of an ideology that tells men that women not 

having sex with them is a violation of their human rights, and a result of the members 

encouraging each other to express themselves in more and more extreme ways. 

Below I will explain in detail a couple of the most well-known and representative terms that 

incels use to further illustrate how they see other people, society, and themselves in it.  

 

Chads, Stacys and other archetypes 

The incel trope that is perhaps most well-known outside of the incel community is called the 

“Chad”, after a male name incels evidently find stereotypically masculine. Chad is a 

representation of the ultimate alpha male, a man who exudes raw masculinity and power. In 

the incel hierarchy, Chad is at the absolute top and enjoys the highest status of all men. Being 

the antithesis of the incel, he is the embodiment of hegemonic masculinity; he is tall and well-

endowed with a muscular physique, a strong jaw and handsomely masculine facial features, 

and a full and luscious head of hair. He is also highly sexually active with as many different 

women as possible, as most (if not all) women are eager to have sex with Chads (Maxwell et 

al. 2020, p. 1860-1866; Tranchese & Sugiura 2021, p. 7; Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 567). 

Whether Chads also possess material wealth is debatable and most of the time irrelevant to the 

trope, as incels are primarily fixated on physical appearance as a measure of worth. In fact, 

incels believe that when men who are not as physically attractive as Chads are sexually 

successful, it is due to women wanting to seduce them to gain access to their wealth and 

social status. Within this framework, women’s choice of sexual partners is either highly 
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calculated and strategic or completely reflexive and based on innate biological desires 

(Menzie 2020, p. 15). 

Chad is a conflicting figure in the incel community, and it would be reductive to say incels 

simply want to be Chads. On the one hand, incels deeply envy these “alpha” men for being 

conventionally attractive, sexually successful and having their choice of women. On the other 

hand, the Chad figure is despised and even ridiculed by incels for being brutish, unintelligent 

and (ironically) only caring about his physical appearance. Incels regularly express how they 

consider themselves mentally superior to Chads (Maxwell et al. 2020, p. 1861). Chads are 

rarely if ever described as intellectually gifted, another confirmation of how heavily these 

incel tropes rely on stereotypes from popular culture where intelligence and good looks 

seldom merge (Menzie 2020, p. 10).  

To incels, Chads are partly responsible for upholding unrealistic standards for men. While the 

brunt of the responsibility is placed on women for deliberately distributing their sexual 

resources in an unequal way and thus facilitating the existence of incels, Chads are seen as 

simpleminded accomplices that benefit from the oppression of their fellow man (Maxwell et 

al. 2020, p. 1867). An important aspect of the Chad figure is the fact that he gets preferential 

treatment from women no matter what he does, while incels claim that women either don’t 

acknowledge them at all or outright mistreat them even when, according to one Elliot Rodger, 

they are “supreme gentlemen” (Menzie 2020, p. 10). Women’s innate attraction to Chads is 

seen as their greatest evolutionary flaw and what makes them inherently inferior and 

unsophisticated. However, while the attraction is represented as an evolutionary characteristic 

and therefore involuntary, incels still hold women fully accountable for this supposed 

attraction. Similarly, while Chad is seen as a man who exploits women sexually, incels afford 

no sympathy to the women exploited by Chads and instead blame them for being sexually 

attracted to such men. According to Menzie (2020, p. 11), “this contradiction between 

exploited and exploiting exemplifies the strength of their misogyny”. 

In the world of incels, the female equivalent of Chad is called “Stacy”. The name Stacy is 

supposed to represent vapidness and frivolity, and the trope is practically indistinguishable 

from the more widely established bimbo stereotype. A “Stacy” is a woman who embodies the 

feminine beauty ideal but lacks any personality- or intelligence-based depth. Stacys and 

Chads both rank an even ten on the decile scale of attractiveness that incels are fond of using, 

meaning that they’re the most attractive people in society (Maxwell et al. 2020, p. 1858-1867; 

Decile 2021). While incels find Stacy attractive, they consider pursuing her to be a fruitless 
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endeavour since she only pursues Chads and would never “stoop” to their level on the scale of 

attractiveness (Cottee 2021, p. 95; Daly & Reed 2021, p. 4; Maxwell et al. 2020, p. 1858).  

Stacys are also described as highly promiscuous women, a characteristic that incels find 

particularly repulsive. While negative attitudes towards promiscuous women certainly isn’t a 

phenomenon that is confined to the incel community, incels fit their contempt neatly into the 

incel worldview by stating that women who have sex with many men might as well have sex 

with incels too, and the fact that they actively choose not to is a particularly bitter betrayal. 

Besides criticising Stacy’s promiscuity, incels also deride her exaggerated femininity. To 

incels, feminine beautification rituals are acts of deliberate deception aimed at men, and 

therefore the hyperfeminine Stacy is seen as especially insidious (Glace et al. 2021). The 

specific femininity of Stacy is mocked as being “tacky”, “cheap” and “too much”, 

exemplified in a meme where Stacy is represented as a caricature of a tall, curvaceous, 

scantily clad blonde bombshell in stripper heels (Menzie 2020, p. 9). Much like Chad, incels 

have a complicated and conflicting relationship with Stacy as she “is resented both for her 

success in the sexual marketplace and for being unattainable” (Menzie 2020, p. 9). 

Only a minority of all women can according to incels be classified as “Stacys”. Most women, 

like most men, fall into the category of “normie”, a derogatory term incels (and various other 

subversive internet subcultures) use for people who are not a part of the incel community, and 

therefore seen as normative and conventional (Maxwell et al. 2020, p. 1862). How incels talk 

about “normies” reveals how they see themselves: as brave nonconformists who are burdened 

with the knowledge of how society really works. While male normies don’t have their own 

designated title (although “normie” and “beta” tend to be used interchangeably), female 

normies are often called “Beckys”. Becky isn’t as established of a figure in the incel 

imagination as a Stacy or a Chad, and there isn’t a universal understanding among incels of 

exactly what kind of a woman she is. Usually, however, she is portrayed as a girl next door 

with average looks, conventional interests, and a dreary personality (Becky 2021; Jennings 

2018; Menzie 2020, p. 9). Due to Becky’s ordinary appearance and the fact that she despite 

this still pursues men who are (according to incels) more physically attractive than her, she is 

a target of notable incel hatred. No incel realistically thinks he could successfully pursue 

Stacy, but Becky’s rejection is particularly painful as incels feel they are owed her attention 

and attraction (Jennings 2018; Menzie 2020, p. 10). 

Becky and Stacy are often mentioned together, and one is used to devalue the other. While 

Stacy is derided for putting too much effort into her appearance and presenting as 
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hyperfeminine, Becky is derided for not trying hard enough to embody patriarchal femininity. 

Stacy is mocked for being shallow and unintelligent and Becky is ridiculed for “trying too 

hard” to appear brainy and bookish, insinuating that intellect is an exclusively male trait and 

that women who embody this trait are doing it solely to attract a male mate (Menzie 2020, p. 

9). It is also worth noting that the only two existing female archetypes of the incel universe 

are both white and thin, and that women who aren’t white nor thin are spoken about with 

flagrant hostility (Jennings 2018). 

 

Dehumanising language: “femoids” and racist terminology 

Beyond one-dimensional caricatures of women and sexually successful men, incels have 

created a slew of offensive terms whose main function is to dehumanise and otherise based on 

gender, ethnicity and race. According to Ewelina Prażmo (2020), “the use of dehumanising 

metaphors is one of the most common manipulation techniques aimed at negatively 

influencing readers’ perception of a given group of people” (p. 19). 

In The Monstrous-Feminine in the Incel Imagination: Investigating the Representation of 

Women as “Femoids” on r/Braincels, Winnie Chang (2020) analyses the discursive functions 

of the incel term “femoid”, a term used by incels when referring to women. “Femoid” is an 

abbreviation of “female humanoid”, the usage of the term “humanoid” in this instance is a 

deliberate attempt to portray women as a subhuman Other. By using the term femoid incels 

discursively reinforce the perception that women aren’t fully human, that they only resemble 

real humans (men) but are lacking in human traits that incels find essential such as intellect, 

empathy, self-awareness and reason (Chang 2020).  

Adjectives used to describe women on incel discussion platforms range from “vile” to 

“degenerate”, demonstrating the extreme antagonism and hatred incels feel towards women 

(Chang 2020, p. 7). Through language such as this, incels transform women into monstrous 

subhumans, more comparable to animals and objects than humans who are equal to men. By 

constructing this dangerous, monstrously feminine enemy in their collective imagination, 

incels justify and even encourage violence against real human women. They do this by 

reconstructing the violence as acts of justified rebellion by victims of oppression against a 

powerful and oppressive enemy (Chang 2020, p. 5; Brzuszkiewicz 2020, p. 5). According to 

Chang (2020, p. 14), the reconstruction of violence against women as a righteous backlash 

against persecution is especially efficient during times of feminist progress, when male 
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supremacists might worry that their privileged position in society is being threatened. The 

societal normalisation of this violence is however not explored: 

When a term like “femoid” constructs a subhuman monstrous-feminine that is secretly 

“pull[ing] the strings” and gleefully causing the degeneration of society, it can be 

utilised to justify violence against them as necessary and emancipatory, rather than a 

profoundly normalised act that has been protected – socially, legally and culturally 

over centuries. (Chang 2020, p. 12) 

In addition to the term “femoid”, incels also deploy dehumanising language towards non-

white people. For men this includes both those who are sexually successful and those who 

would be considered incels themselves. This is noteworthy as non-white incels often use these 

derogatory terms to refer to themselves, thereby adhering to a worldview in which they 

themselves are seen as inferior to white men. According to Segalewicz (2020), “rather than 

challenging racialized standards of beauty, incels acknowledge and reproduce racial 

hierarchies in their discussion of sexuality” (p. 19). Incels value whiteness and white 

standards of beauty as superior, both in the women they find most desirable and the men they 

think women find most desirable. As previously mentioned, the two most referred to female 

characters of the incel imagination are both white, as is the mythical 1950’s housewife whose 

demure and dutiful nature incels desperately desire.  

In their imagining of Chad as the ultimate alpha male, incels reproduce white beauty 

standards for men as well. While incels acknowledge that there can be non-white men that 

embody the habitus of a Chad, they give these male archetypes different names as to not 

confuse them with the original, white Chad. These names are racially stereotypical and 

demonstrate the contempt incels feel for sexually successful non-white men. Black Chads are 

called “Tyrone”, for example, and Chads of East Asian origin are called “Chang” 

(Beauchamp 2019). Incels also have racist terms that refer to themselves, although predictably 

this is true only for non-white incels. East Asian incels are called and regularly call 

themselves “ricecels” and South Asian incels are “currycels” (Chang 2020, p. 7; Hoffman et 

al. 2020, p. 573).  The “-cel” suffix is added to the end of the word to demonstrate that the 

ethnicity itself is a main reason for the inceldom of a person. This is done with physical 

characteristics as well, such as “acnecel” (someone with skin problems), “wristcel” (someone 

who’s wrists are too thin), “chincel” (someone with what incels consider an underdeveloped 

chin), and “heightcel” (someone who’s considered short for a man). While white men’s 

privileged position on the dating scene is well documented in literature, what makes the incel 
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culture unique is that they simultaneously acknowledge this fact while enthusiastically 

upholding white supremacy with their views and language (Lin & Lundquist 2013, 196).  

The incel community finds common ground with larger alt-right, far-right and manosphere 

spaces particularly when it comes to antisemitic conspiracy theories. Incels parrot common 

antisemitic sentiments about Jews controlling Western society through media, culture and the 

economy. A uniquely incel sentiment, however, is that the feminist movement is a result of a 

Jewish minority wanting to destabilise the West (Beauchamp 2019; Hoffman et al. 2020, 573; 

Cottee 2021, p. 103). Similar to far-right fears about a small group of “globalists” (often code 

for “Jews” in more subtle antisemitic circles) taking control of and systematically dismantling 

the West, incels decry these same globalists for creating the feminist movement and 

subsequently diminishing the societal power of men over women (Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 

573; O’Donnell 2021, p. 41). 

 

 

2.2 Hegemonic masculinity 

 

Australian sociologist Raewyn Connell has been credited with popularising and formulating 

the concept of hegemonic masculinity, although it has been in use in academia since the early 

1980s (Connell & Messerschmidt 2005, p. 829). The concept draws on the Gramscian theory 

of cultural hegemony, which illustrates how the ruling class maintains societal power by using 

cultural institutions to make its dominance seem natural, non-negotiable and inevitable 

(Donaldson 1993, p. 645). In her now classic men’s studies book Masculinities (2005), 

Connell states that it’s more appropriate to speak of masculinities in the plural, as there are 

many different versions of masculine expression that are influenced by culture, class, 

sexuality, ethnicity, and so on. Theorising masculinity as a plurality rather than a single, fixed 

category highlights that gender relations also exist amongst men as a social group, with 

certain masculinities being dominant and others subordinate. Hegemonic masculinity is the 

version of masculinity that is currently socially and culturally dominant. In the West, 

hegemonically masculine character traits are those typically associated with men and 

masculinity: strength, leadership, dominance, intelligence, rationality, stoicism, and so forth. 

Dahl et al. (2015, p. 243) identify three core aspects of masculinity that are necessary for a 

man to be seen as hegemonically masculine. First, he should demonstrate power and 

dominance, particularly over women. Second, he should be emotionally and physically 
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resilient, and third, he should distance himself as much as possible from anything associated 

with femininity. Masculinity is a high-status social identity, and because of this it is also 

precarious and easily lost if not constantly reinforced (Dahl et al. 2015). 

According to Connell, one of the main social functions of hegemonic masculinity is that by 

normalising itself, it consequently normalises men’s continued dominance over women 

(Connell 2005, p. 77; Miehls 2017, p. 57). It also distinguishes itself from other masculinities 

and places these in relation to itself in a hierarchical structure. This is especially true of 

subordinated masculinities, like the kind that the incel community embodies. In this chapter I 

will map out the concept of hegemony further and explain how it’s theoretically beneficial to 

tie it to certain expressions of masculinity, especially in incel research. I will also delve 

further into masculinities that are not considered hegemonic and masculinities that actively 

oppose hegemonic masculinity. Last, I will reflect on the role of hegemonic masculinity 

within the incel community. 

 

2.2.1 Theorising hegemony 

 

In Hegemonic Masculinity: Formulation, Reformulation and Amplification (2018, p. 29), 

James Messerschmidt points out that since gender relations are historically rooted, so are 

masculinity hierarchies. The hegemonic position of a certain type of masculinity at a 

historical moment in time is not a given, but rather requires effort to maintain and reinforce. 

Although hegemonic masculinity certainly can be and is enforced by violence, this is not 

always necessarily the case. Hegemony refers to a persuasive strategy of power maintenance, 

where the population not only accepts the dominant position of the ruling class but sees this 

hierarchy as natural. The dominant societal and cultural position of hegemonic masculinity is 

therefore achieved mainly through compliance, covert persuasion, and cultural, institutional, 

and discursive means (Connell & Messerschmidt 2005, p. 832; Messerschmidt 2018, p. 48; 

Donaldson 1993, p. 645).  

Donaldson (1993) writes that hegemonic masculinity “is a lived experience, and an economic 

and cultural force, and dependent on social arrangements. It is constructed through difficult 

negotiation over a life-time" (p. 646). What Donaldson is referring to is the project and 

process of masculinity, on a societal macro level as well as an individual micro level. Not 

only is maintaining hegemonic masculinity’s hegemonic societal position a continuous 
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project, so is living up to hegemonic masculinity as an individual man. It is this project that 

incels feel they are failing at, according to them through no fault of their own but because of 

congenital traits which they have no control over (Preston et al. 2021, p. 4; Daly & Reed 

2021; Fowler 2021, p. 10). Realistically, only a very small minority of all men, if any, live up 

to all components of hegemonic masculinity. Most men fall somewhere in between true 

hegemony and its opposite while still "being complicit in sustaining the hegemonic model” 

(Cheng 1999, p. 297). The seemingly faulty logic of being invested in maintaining a structure 

in which you’re not necessarily on top can be explained by what Demetrakis Demetriou 

(2001) calls external hegemony. With external hegemony Demetriou describes women’s 

subordinated position to men on a global scale, and hegemonic masculinity’s role as both the 

perpetrator of and justification for this inequality. According to Mike Donaldson (1999, p. 

655), hegemonic masculinity affords most men a sense of control over all women, while 

simultaneously affording a few men a sense of control over most other men. This is external 

and internal hegemony, respectively. Potently put, external hegemony “delivers the sense, 

before a man of whatever masculinity even climbs out of bed in the morning, that he is 

‘better’ than half of humankind” (Donaldson 1993, p. 655). 

In Negotiating the Field of Masculinity: The Production and Reproduction of Multiple 

Dominant Masculinities (2009), Tony Coles maps out what he considers a more thorough and 

complex alternative to Connell’s hegemonic masculinity, which he finds theoretically 

insufficient in explaining the co-existence of several dominant masculinities that are different 

in some ways but similar in others. Attempting to introduce a more intersectional theory of 

masculinity, he includes the Bourdieuan concepts of fields, habitus, and capital. According to 

Coles (2009, p. 34), Bourdieu is beneficial when explaining how individuals experience and 

navigate social structures that impact their day-to-day lives, such as masculinity. Utilising the 

concept of habitus, for example, allows for an understanding of how men socially perform 

their masculinity through physical, social, and cognitive means while also seeing it as an 

innate part of who they are (Coles 2009, p. 39). Habitus also explains how men interpret their 

masculinity as legitimate, even if it isn’t of the hegemonic kind: 

The struggle for legitimacy that exists in the field of masculinity between dominant 

and subordinated masculinities is validated by habitus and the belief that one’s own 

masculinity is “natural” and “true”. Thus, even those men in subordinated positions in 

the field of masculinity may not see their masculinity as subordinated or marginalized. 

(Coles 2009, p. 39) 
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Coles uses Bourdieu’s concept of fields to illustrate the social arena where different 

masculinities work with and against each other to gain legitimacy. The word “arena” is not 

used here to describe a specific physical space, but a gender-based and discursive social 

dimension where masculinities are defined, and the hegemonic position is fought over. Within 

the field of masculinity there are subfields, or different ways of performing masculinity tied to 

sexuality, ethnicity, class etc. Highlighting the intersectionality that exists within masculinity 

helps us understand how certain masculinities may not be hegemonic but still dominant 

compared to others. Coles (2009, p. 39) mentions the field of gay masculinity as an example. 

The rules and norms of the larger field of masculinity don’t necessarily apply to men within 

the gay community. While a gay man who lives up to the characteristics of hegemonic 

masculinity (except heterosexuality, naturally) might be subordinated to heterosexual 

hegemonic masculinity, he is still dominant to other gay men who for example present more 

feminine. This is an example of Demetriou’s process of internal hegemony (2001, p. 344). 

 

2.2.2 Non-hegemonic masculinities 

 

As mentioned, internal hegemony refers to the hierarchical system created and upheld by 

different masculinities wherein hegemonic masculinity stays “on top” (Messerschmidt 2018, 

p. 44). Within this hierarchy, Connell establishes four categories of subordinated 

masculinities. The first is complicit masculinity, which is not hegemonic itself but also doesn't 

challenge the position of hegemonic masculinity. Complicit masculinity, like the name 

suggests, helps uphold hegemonic masculinity’s dominant societal status and in doing so 

benefits by proxy from men’s dominance over women (Demetriou 2001, p. 342). Subordinate 

masculinities are explicitly seen as lesser than compared to hegemonic masculinity and 

subsequently socially persecuted for this. An example of subordinate masculinities are gay 

masculinities. Subordinate or marginalised masculinities may live up to some or even most 

aspects of hegemonic masculinity but fall short because of factors not related to gender, such 

as sexuality, class, or ethnicity. Men of a non-hegemonic ethnicity, class or sexuality might 

then develop their own types of masculine expressions to combat and challenge hegemonic 

masculinity. Connell calls these masculinities protest masculinities, and they often utilise 

hypermasculinity as compensation for being suppressed and lacking power in other areas of 

society (Connell 2005, p. 109-12; Messerschmidt 2018, p. 29).  
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Mike Donaldson (1993, p. 648) notes that if the gender system produces hegemony, it must 

within it also produce counter-hegemony, or a critique of the status quo. As an example of 

counter-hegemony he gives male homosexuality. According to Demetriou (2001), male 

homosexuality is considered counter-hegemonic because the institution of heterosexuality and 

the continued subordination of women is an integral part of hegemonic masculinity and 

patriarchy. Traditionally, homophobia and displays of hostility towards gay men specifically 

have been integral to the construction of male heterosexuality and hegemonic masculinity 

(Donaldson 1993, p. 648). Homosexual men are also often seen as effeminate by society no 

matter how masculine they present and would therefore be categorised as an example of 

subordinate masculinities. Cheng (1999) argues that “since hegemonic masculinity is a 

relational construct, it needs gayness as a contrast, as something to be more than, something 

to be against” (p. 307). It is by constructing itself in relation to other masculinities, and all 

femininities, that hegemonic masculinity retains its societal legitimacy. 

Having said this, the men who adhere most obviously to hegemonically masculine ideals may 

not always hold the most societal power. Similarly, the men with the most institutional and 

political power in society are not necessarily required to live up to any masculine ideals, as 

their other form(s) of power may protect them from negative consequences (Connell 2005, p. 

77). It is however more likely that masculine ideals and societal power correlate in some way 

and result in an established form of hegemonic masculinity, even though there are exceptions 

to the rule. Connell (2005, p. 77) mentions that men who possess high amounts of power in 

society often embody a sort of “corporate” masculinity. In these cases, it is through the 

position of authority rather than the use of violence that hegemonic masculinity maintains its 

status. 

 

2.2.3 Incels and hybrid masculinity 

 

Because of hegemonic masculinity’s role as the cultural ideal, other forms of masculinity are 

always constructed in relation or opposition to it. We can gain a deeper understanding of 

hegemonic masculinity by examining masculinities that do not live up to the ideal. Far from 

working to dismantle hegemonic masculinity, incel masculinities uphold the hierarchy 

through reciprocal processes of internal hegemony, which in turn “function[s] to secure 

external hegemony” (Ging 2019, p. 642). Incels embrace and reproduce certain features of 
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hegemonic masculinity while rejecting others, resulting in unique expressions of masculinity 

that have been analysed in the following ways.  

In Sluts and Soy Boys: MGTOW and the Production of Misogynistic Online Harassment, 

Callum Jones, Verity Trott and Scott Wright (2020) explain how men who don’t live up to 

hegemonically masculine ideals may compensate for this by embodying traits of toxic 

masculinity. Toxic masculinity is described as “the specific aspects of hegemonic masculinity 

that are ´socially destructive´” (Jones et al. 2020, p. 1906). Traits mentioned are aggression, 

dominance, physical and non-physical violence, homophobia, misogyny, suppression of 

vulnerable feelings and/or emotions, and overt risk-taking. According to Jones et al. (2020), 

groups like incels enthusiastically embrace extreme misogyny to compensate for not being 

able to conform fully to hegemonic masculinity, much like protest masculinities are 

characterised by aesthetic hypermasculinity because of a lack of material, social and political 

power. 

Debbie Ging (2019) uses the concepts of both hybrid masculinity and more specifically “geek 

masculinity” to describe how representations of masculinity operate within incel spaces. In 

Alphas, Betas and Incels: Theorizing the Masculinities of the Manosphere, Ging (2019) states 

that these relatively new expressions of masculinity utilise traditionally non-masculine 

discourses of victimhood and the lack of heterosexual bravado in order to “distance 

themselves from hegemonic masculinity, while simultaneously compounding existing 

hierarchies of power and inequality that exist online” (p. 651).  

Ging calls the gender performances of incels an example of hybrid masculinities, as they 

simultaneously incorporate and renounce attributes of hegemonic masculinity. In a similar 

manner they both intensely detest and revere the highly masculine men they call Chads. 

Tristan Bridges and C. J. Pascoe (2014) theorise that hybrid masculinities work in three 

distinct ways to reproduce gender inequality but “obscure this process as it’s happening” (p. 

247). First, hybrid masculinities discursively distance themselves from hegemonic 

masculinity and, by extension, male privilege and power. In Bridges and Pascoe’s (2014) 

article an example of discursive distancing is men adopting feminist beliefs and traditionally 

feminine traits. In the case of incels, their self-identification as victims discursively distances 

them from hegemonic masculinity and male power. Incels often talk about their non-

masculine traits and features, but they do not embrace them proudly in order to challenge 

hegemonic masculinity. Quite the opposite, they curse these non-masculine traits and blame 

them for their inceldom (Glace et al. 2021, p. 5).  
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Second, hybrid masculinities strategically borrow from marginalised and subordinate Others 

to gain proximity to these groups and distance themselves from hegemonic masculinity. An 

example of this process is the way young white men incorporate aspects of non-white 

masculinities into their own masculine performances (Bridges & Pascoe 2014, p. 252). Glace 

et al. (2021, p. 5) provide incels appropriating social justice language to describe their 

situation as an example of strategic borrowing. Third, hybrid masculinities fortify boundaries 

by concealing systems of inequality while demeaning men who don’t live up to hegemonic 

standards. According to Glace et al. (2021, p. 6), incels do this by continuously valuing 

masculinity over femininity, and deriding men who they think do not embody hegemonic 

masculinity. Ironically, other men who try to engage in romantic relationships with women 

are seen as weak cucks, and their attempts are seen as laughable. In this way incels position 

these other men as effeminate while gaining proximity to hegemonic masculinity. 

According to Ging (2019, p. 651) hybrid masculinity is a good tool with which to analyse 

geek masculinity, which is overwhelmingly present in the incel community and the 

manosphere. Geek masculinity legitimises some hegemonically masculine ideals, like the 

glorification of intellect, while renouncing others. The masculine ideals embraced by geek 

masculinity are often ones conveniently at the disposal of men who would be considered 

“geeks”, while the ideals they reject, like athleticism and heterosexual prowess, are 

stereotypically not. The constant fixation on obtaining an intimate relationship and feelings of 

hopelessness when being alone are other incel traits not typically associated with the 

hegemonically masculine man, who is commonly depicted as independent and autonomous. 

Not living up to these ideals provides men like incels with a sense of persecution and 

marginalisation that distances them from the societal advantages of masculinity, positioning 

women as their oppressors. It allows them to obscure their role in upholding external 

hegemony and unequal gender relations (Ging 2019, p. 642; Segalewicz 2020, p. 5).  

While men who embody geek masculinity have long been socially ostracised and excluded 

from hegemonically masculine spaces, the tide is noticeably turning as geek culture gets 

increasingly incorporated into the mainstream (McCain et al. 2015). Because of growing 

societal and cultural scepticism regarding gender roles and (albeit slowly) diminishing 

homophobia, hypermasculinity has come to be seen as relatively passé and antiquated, 

evidence of the fact that a man is either overcompensating or insecure in his masculinity 

(Ging 2019, p. 652). As demonstrated, however, male geeks are not necessarily less likely to 

reject traditional gender roles or male dominance over women. 
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Incels are uniquely positioned in relation to hegemonic masculinity because of their celibacy, 

as masculine performance is intricately tied to sexuality and (hetero)sexual activity. John 

Segalewicz (2020) stresses that it is vital to examine the relationship between masculinity and 

sexuality when analysing incel masculinities. A hegemonically masculine sexual performance 

is characterised by dominance, superiority, and power over women, who stereotypically play 

a passive role. “Sowing one’s wild oats”, in other words having sexual relationships with 

many different women, has been socially encouraged in young men as a rite of passage and a 

necessary phase of self-exploration. Segalewicz (2020, p. 10) notes that the personal reasons 

for engaging in sexual activity are also relevant in the performance of gender. Research shows 

that men are more likely than women to engage in sex for strictly personal reasons, 

strengthening the thesis that sexual activity serves a gender identity-affirming and 

performative function in the masculinity project. Male college students feel more pressure 

than their female counterparts to have sex, and male virginity has more negative connotations 

culturally in the West than female virginity. Male virgins report feelings of being “late” in life 

and of being left behind, as if they have failed to partake in an important ritual that is 

mandatory for men their age (Sprecher & Regan 1996, p. 12; Segalewicz 2020, p. 11). 
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3 Methodology and material 
 

 

In the following chapter I will outline how I’ve conducted my study and describe the research 

method, analysis and material I’ve chosen. I’ve familiarised myself with my field and 

collected my data through covert netnography. In the method section I will go into detail on 

what netnography entails and explore questions regarding research ethics and challenges that 

are specifically tied to the kind of netnographic research this study is based on. I will also 

describe my data collection process in detail and explain why I’ve chosen the forum Incels.is. 

Finally, I will present discourse analysis as an analytical approach, delve deeper into critical 

discourse analysis and describe how I analysed my data. 

 

 

3.1 Netnography 

 

I decided to use netnography for this study because I wanted to gain an understanding of the 

specific culture of an incel forum, and netnography lends itself well to studying situated 

knowledge and culturally specific production of meaning. I’ve always been very interested in 

ethnography as a research method but wouldn’t have been able to produce an ethnographic 

study, as the incel community exists primarily online. It also would not have been possible for 

me to openly enter the community as a woman and researcher, so I opted to remain hidden 

during the research process. 

 

Netnography was developed by Robert Kozinets in the mid-1990s as a tool to study the 

communities and subcultures emerging on the Internet through an anthropological and 

ethnographic lens. In Kozinets’ own words, “netnography is about obtaining cultural 

understandings of the experiences of people and groups from online social interaction and 

content, and understanding them scientifically” (2015, p. 76). Like the name suggests, 

netnographic researchers play a similar role to traditional ethnographic researchers in that 

they try to immerse themselves fully in the community that they study and focus on providing 

holistic understandings or “thick descriptions” of their findings (Loanzon et al. 2013, p. 

1576). Even if a researcher has decided to remain passive and not make themselves known, 

there is still a possibility for them to immerse themselves in the context of their informants if 
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the research takes place online. A researcher deciding to remain anonymous during the 

research process has been described as a “specialized type of lurking” (Loanzon et al. 2013, p. 

1576 & Costello et al. 2017, p. 6). There is some debate around whether this is ethical 

netnography or not, and Kozinets himself is a vocal participant in this debate. I will delve 

deeper into this in my chapter on research ethics as remaining passive is what I have chosen to 

do in this study, mostly out of necessity.  

 

As the importance and prevalence of online communities and online communication has 

grown, so has netnography, particularly when it comes to accessing communities dealing with 

very sensitive or controversial topics. Because of the potential for anonymity, the internet has 

made it easier for people to connect around issues that in offline society would be taboo or 

precarious to align yourself with (Kozinets 2015, p. 88). Netnography is also a good way to 

research “internet culture” specifically, which I consider incel culture to be a part of. Most 

examples of netnographic studies that I familiarised myself with while researching 

netnography were about discussion forums for people with specific “irl” (in real life) hobbies 

or activities, such as plastic surgery or aviation. I consider this a bit different than forums for 

incels, where the onus is on identity and world building. “Incel” as the identity formation and 

worldview it is today would most likely not exist without the internet-based manosphere. 

 

The first step of any netnography is the entrée. This entails choosing which community or 

communities to study, and why (Seraj 2012, p. 211). Some netnographers use several different 

communities and others do deep dives into a single community. I have chosen to do the latter, 

as I’m also using discourse analysis with which you can "do a lot with a little" and produce an 

insightful and penetrating study with a smaller amount of data. Like most other research 

methods, data collection follows the entrée as the second step in doing netnography. The 

majority of netnographies are based on analysing written data, this thesis being no exception, 

but data in the form of pictures, videos and audio is also regularly collected and analysed 

(Loanzon et al. 2013, p. 1575). The stage that is supposed to follow data collection is the 

analysis stage, but I have found myself multi-tasking and going back and forth between the 

two. Especially when doing discourse analysis of data that is collected online, the lines blur 

between these stages of the research process. As a netnographer you can access your chosen 

field essentially whenever and wherever you want, which would not be the case if that field 

was a physical space (de Valck 2009, p. 197). This makes netnography a very convenient 

research method, but the question of whether the researcher is required to make themselves 
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known and develop relationships with their informants raises some ethical questions. 

Consideration of ethics is an important step of the netnographic process, and questions about 

the ethical nature of the project need to be considered from the start (Kozinets 2015, p. 128). 

 

 

3.1.1 Covert netnography 

 

I have chosen to remain passive as a researcher and not inform my informants, the members 

of the forum Incels.is, of my presence or my intention to study their discussions. Some 

netnographers argue that doing passive or covert research online has benefits in that the data 

that is collected has not been influenced by the presence of a researcher. According to them, 

the involvement of a researcher in an online community could mean that the members of that 

community might conduct themselves differently than they would if they were unaware that 

they were being researched (Costello et al. 2017, p. 6). Kozinets disagrees with this and 

asserts that “reaching out and participating in a research project with a human voice is the 

basis of the practice of netnography” (2015, p. 84). Kozinets has been notably discontent with 

the growing trend of passive netnography and argues for a more engaged and present 

researcher (Costello et al. 2017, p. 2).  

Considering this, there are nevertheless many reasons why researchers might choose to 

remain uninvolved with the community they’re studying. Some netnographies deal with 

highly controversial, incriminating or otherwise sensitive topics. Even with full anonymity, 

the members of these communities might not want to participate in an academic study. In 

extreme cases, such as if the community in question could be classified as a hate group, a 

researcher might put themselves in potential danger (of having their private personal 

information leaked, receiving threats, etc.) by making their presence known (Rambukkana 

2019, p. 317).  

In other cases, the members of a community might be annoyed by the presence of a researcher 

and feel that their regular activities are being obstructed and intruded upon. Langer and 

Beckman (2005, p. 197) point out that if the presence of a researcher is not appreciated, 

members of the community could engage in what they call a “spiral of silence” and stop 

posting, which would create problems in the data collection phase of the research. Because a 

negative reaction to being asked for consent to participate in the research could endanger the 

entire project, many netnographers have instead chosen to view their research as text analysis 

rather than human subject research (Rambukkana 2019, p. 316). Doing this means they don’t 
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have to explicitly ask for consent to study their informants as the data is interpreted as 

publicly available documents, the same as newspaper articles, rather than conversations. 

 

3.1.2 The research ethics of covert netnography 

 

The rising popularity of covert netnography has also given rise to questions about whether or 

not this research method is ethical. Research ethics in general value consent highly, and if 

consent is not given by the informants due to them not being aware of the research, what does 

this say about the project’s ethical integrity? Kozinets has taken a fairly conservative stance 

on ethics in netnography, as it is still a rather new research method and credibility is crucial 

(Loanzon et al. 2013, p. 1586). The four main ethical principles of ethnography are, according 

to Kozinets, the following: 1) the researcher should always disclose their presence and 

intentions, 2) the researcher should guarantee anonymity and confidentiality of their 

informants, 3) the researcher should include feedback from members of the community being 

studied, and 4) in the question of whether online data is public or private, the researcher 

should assume that it is private unless shown otherwise (Langer & Beckman 2005, p. 193).  

The question of ethics has been present for me throughout the entire process of this thesis. 

Kozinets (2015, p. 129) stresses that netnographers should strive to portray their informants 

and their ways of life as accurately, sympathetically and empathically as possible. Can I, as a 

woman, hold sympathy towards people who see me as less than human, and who feel such 

vitriolic animosity towards me? What about if those people wish me harm? Before I started 

my research, I had doubts about this, but after spending a lot of time on Incels.is it has 

become clear that the most common denominator amongst the members is immense personal 

pain and suffering that they channel into almost cartoonish levels of misogyny. It has become 

bearable for me to collect my data with this perspective in mind. 

As my informants are already sufficiently anonymous with usernames and avatars, none of 

which are their actual names or actual pictures, I don’t need to worry about accidentally 

revealing any personal information about them because I myself don’t know who they are. 

There is also little point in me coming up with pseudonyms for the users, as anyone could 

google the posts I have decided to include in this study and easily find their real usernames. 

Another reason I have decided not to change the usernames is because, as Langer and 

Beckman point out, “they provide further information about the users” (2005, p. 197). 
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Usernames like “Autismaxxed”, “Nukethisgayearth”, “ReturnOfSaddam” and 

“FullTimeLoser” provide valuable insights into the attitudes of my informants. Some 

netnographers also change the name of the discussion forum or website they’re researching, 

but again, a quick google search would reveal from where I’m collecting my data, so I have 

decided to leave that unchanged as well.  

After careful consideration and examination, I have concluded that since all posts and 

comments on Incels.is are accessible to anyone and behind no password walls, me collecting 

my data without the informed consent of the posters is not in fact an ethical breach. 

Rambukkana (2019, p. 318) and Langer and Beckman (2005, p. 194) make the point that the 

rigor with which we follow the ethical principles of netnography needs to be considered on a 

case-by-case basis. I liken my case to that of someone collecting data from newspaper articles 

or archives, in this case the data is seen as a collection of texts to be analysed, not as private 

human interactions. According to Kozinets (2015, p. 135), “treating all internet research as 

human research draws from the faulty view that the internet is a type of place or a social 

space, rather than a text”. In The Politics of Gray Data: Digital Methods, Intimate Proximity 

and Research Ethics for Work on the “Alt-Right”, Nathan Rambukkana (2019) explores how 

to handle researching an unwilling subject. Research on unappealing subject matters has a 

long history, and the internet has made it easier not only for people to find community and 

kinship around these matters, but to also study these communities through methods like 

netnography.  

If attempting to gain informed consent from a community that is hostile to academic 

researchers is essentially a fool’s errand, is it even ethical to research such a community at 

all? Here the potential harm has to be measured against the potential benefits of the research. I 

would argue that the potential harm in the case of my study is minimal, and that 

understanding the culture and world view of fringe communities like incels is a valuable tool 

in a society where they very much exist.  

 

 

3.2 Material and data collection 

 

The material for this thesis has been collected from the online discussion forum Incels.is. 

When I started writing this thesis the URL was still Incels.co, but the address and domain 
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were suspended on March 22nd, 2021. For a couple of hours, I thought all the work I had put 

into my thesis had been for nothing and I would have to find another online incel community 

to study. Luckily the administrators simply moved the forum to another domain host and re-

opened it. According to the forum’s official Twitter account, @IncelsCo, the website has been 

shut down by several different servers already, perhaps due to the forum’s controversial 

nature. 

I chose to collect material from Incels.is because it is currently the largest and most active 

community of incels on the internet. This title was previously held by the incel subreddit (a 

forum dedicated to a specific topic on the discussion website reddit) which got banned in 

November of 2017 due to violations against rules regarding violent content (Hoffman et. al. 

2017, p. 567; Bell 2017). Since then, Incels.co (now .is) has been steadily growing as people 

who used to frequent the old subreddit have migrated to the discussion forum and as it has 

attracted new members. As of March 2022, the forum has around 15,700 registered members, 

333,800 threads and over 7,5 million posts (Incels.is 2022). 

I originally wanted to create an account on the forum to “immerse” myself without having to 

post, but ultimately decided against it. All the subforums and forum functions are available to 

non-members, and I concluded that registering under the guise of being a man would be 

ethically dubious at best. One of the fundamental rules of the forum, as stated by 

administrator SergeantIncel, is that women are not allowed to join the forum. According to a 

pinned thread titled “Rules and FAQ” (2017), women are “banned on sight, no exceptions. 

This is a male-only forum”. Because research ethics is a topic I’ve revisited continuously 

throughout this thesis-writing process, I decided early on to at least meticulously follow the 

rules of the forum I’m researching. I’m also of the opinion that as long as I’m not joining the 

forum and actively posting, I can’t be accused of being deceitful or acting against the forum 

rules. I also didn’t want to risk being banned from the forum and losing access to my data. 

Women are not allowed to make accounts, but nowhere in the rules does it say that women 

are not allowed to quietly observe the ongoings of the forum.  

The discussion forum has several subforums. I narrowed down the data I would be collecting 

to one specific subforum, called “Inceldom Discussion”. The reason I chose this subforum is 

because it is specifically designated to the members’ lives as incels. The whole subforum 

works as an identity-building and –reinforcing space where the members share their 

experiences, voice opinions and feelings, and discuss current events all through the lens of 

their identities as incels. In the subforum-specific rules, the rule for Inceldom Discussion 
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reads: “Low effort is not allowed here. Please post quality threads and responses only” 

(Incels.is 2017). “Low effort” according to SergeantIncel is “content which is unrelated to a 

thread, posted for memetic value, or spam-like in nature. Examples: an emote reply, quoting 

someone and adding nothing else, one-word replies, and many other variations. The content 

might as well not have been posted” (Incels.is 2017). The fact that the users have to put 

thought and effort into their posts in Inceldom Discussion means that I didn’t have to weed 

through a lot of unusable material to find posts that were appropriate to use in my analysis.  

I officially started my research in April of 2021, even though I’ve been casually observing the 

forum for a couple of years just out of curiosity. Because of this I feel like I was already quite 

familiar with the culture of the forum and its most active members. I started taking 

screenshots of the posts I found most interesting, and I saved them in a Word document with 

both a link to the specific post in question and a text version of it underneath the screenshot. 

The screenshots helped me remember the different members’ avatars and if they were active 

posters or not (members on discussion forums usually have additional information like their 

post count listed underneath their username and avatar), in case I found that to be important 

later. I focused on finding posts that concerned three themes: masculinity, women, and 

feminism. Some days I was finding the material I was looking for without issue, and other 

days it felt like I was weeding through an endless number of threads and posts without finding 

anything of particular interest. On these days I had to take a break and return to the forum 

when enough new posts had been made for me to get a “fresh start” with my data collection. 

This is a reason why I appreciate netnography and internet research, there is always new 

content to analyse that is being produced in real time. 

 

3.3 Discourse analysis 

 

To analyse my data I chose discourse analysis, more specifically Norman Fairclough’s critical 

discourse analysis. I felt that using discourse analysis was the best strategy for me to reach the 

underlying worldview at work behind the posts I was looking at. The analytical process 

started long before I had collected all my data, I was actively analysing and searching for 

themes in my material from the beginning of the collection process. Finding similar discursive 

elements in several of the posts that I was collecting was both exciting and eye-opening, it felt 

like I could “see” hidden structures of meaning that the posters themselves weren’t 
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necessarily aware of. I felt kind of like a detective, systematically uncovering the web of 

larger societal discourses on which the posts were based.  

 

3.3.1 The what and why of discourse analysis 

 

Because my study directly concerns how people talk about certain broad societal themes such 

as masculinity, sexuality, feminism, and identity, I’ve decided that discourse analysis is the 

best way to answer my research questions. Discourse analysis is however more than just a 

way to analyse data, with it comes an ontological and epistemological framework that needs 

to be present long before the analytical phase of the research (Jørgensen & Phillips 2000, p. 

11). It could therefore be described as a distinct methodology, rather than just an analysis 

method. 

While there are different approaches within discourse analysis, what they all have in common 

is a social constructionist understanding of reality and language. Social constructionism is a 

sociological perspective that sees our reality as constructed in social interaction rather than as 

fixed and independent from our interpretations of it. There is no objective, unbiased, “neutral” 

version of reality we can perceive, instead we are all influenced by those around us and the 

society in which we live. In other words, our knowledge and interpretation of the world is 

culturally, linguistically, and historically situated and influenced. How we see things depends 

on who, when and where we are (Börjesson & Palmblad 2007, p. 9; Jørgensen & Phillips 

2000, p. 11).  

Discourse analysis focuses mainly on the way reality is produced and reproduced through 

language by analysing how things are talked about, and in turn how the way we talk about 

things influences our social reality. In Diskursanalys i praktiken [Discourse Analysis in 

Practice], Mats Börjesson and Eva Palmblad (2007) describe language not as something that 

simply reflects the world and helps us describe it, but as a process that actively constructs our 

world and impacts how we experience it. “Språk betraktas således inte som ett färdigt system 

utan som en handling. [...] Språket ‘gör’ något med världen; det frammanar eller konstituerar 

vår verklighet” [Language is regarded not as a finished system, but as an action. [...] 

Language ‘does’ something with the world; it manifests or constitutes our reality] (Börjesson 

& Palmblad 2007, p. 10). This is where the concept of discourses comes in.  
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While admittedly a complex concept, in brief a discourse can be described as a particular way 

to talk about and understand the world (Börjesson & Palmblad 2007, p. 13; Jørgensen & 

Phillips 2000, p. 7). Discourses are structured around certain topics, and our perception of 

these topics is influenced by the discourses we are exposed to. For example, the users of 

Incels.is use discourses concerning “a woman’s rightful place (is in the home)” in their 

assertions that women’s increased access to wage labour has had a detrimental effect on 

society. A discourse doesn’t only represent how things are and have been, it has a normative 

function as well, it expresses a conception of how things ought to be (Fairclough 2001). In 

insisting that working women have changed society for the worse, incels express a yearning 

for the days when women were legally prohibited from earning a living wage. Discourses are 

the frames for how we experience certain things, and broader societal discourses regularly 

bleed into smaller, everyday social interactions.  

The emerging popularity of discourse analysis within academia has brought with it a growing 

interest in analysing media that used to be considered less “official”. To discourse analysts, 

making a distinction between data collected from magazines, TV ads, social media and blogs 

and more “legitimate” forms of communication is futile (Börjesson & Palmblad 2007, p. 16-

17).  This makes discourse analysis an attractive option for me as my research concerns 

discourses on an online discussion forum. By using discourse analysis I’m also able to bring 

to light how users of the forum navigate and uphold their identities as incels, since discourses 

play a large role in the construction of social identity (Jørgensen & Phillips 2000, p. 73).  

While there are different kinds of discourse analysis, I have chosen to use critical discourse 

analysis. In the chapter below I will map out this specific approach and explain how it 

pertains to my research. 

 

3.3.2 Critical discourse analysis 

 

Critical discourse analysis (henceforth CDA) is an analytical approach within discourse 

analysis specifically concerned with studying unequal power relations and describing the 

discursive functions at play in upholding these structures. CDA is not politically neutral, but 

actively engaged in creating social change to combat societal inequality. Most commonly 

associated with linguist Norman Fairclough, the two main characteristics of CDA are its focus 

on intertextuality and its view of the relationship between discourse and other social 
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dimensions as dialectical. That is, discourse both constitutes and is constituted by other social 

practices (Jørgensen & Phillips 2000). Intertextuality refers to the ways in which a text makes 

use of previous texts and the discourses used in them. Texts can build on other texts without 

change and maintain established discourses, or combine aspects of several different 

discourses and transform them (Jørgensen & Phillips 2000, p. 13). Because CDA also sees the 

relationship between “micro” social events and “macro” social structures as dialectical, 

intertextuality is a vital tool when studying power relations and striving for social change: 

The critical approach has its theoretical underpinnings in views of the relationship 

between ‘micro’ events (including verbal events) and ‘macro’ structures which see the 

latter as both the conditions for and the products of the former, and which therefore 

reject rigid barriers between the study of the ‘micro’ (of which the study of discourse 

is a part) and the study of the ‘macro’. (Fairclough 2013, p. 31) 

CDA in particular has been used when studying contemporary culture and mass media.  

(Jørgensen & Phillips 2000, p. 66). According to Fairclough, it’s entirely possible to gain an 

understanding of broader societal discourses by studying small-scale social practices and 

interactions. This is a very relevant viewpoint for my research, as the material I’m analysing 

has been subject to minimal editing and is all quite spontaneous in nature. It’s less 

spontaneous than verbal communication or instant messaging, but certainly more spontaneous 

than, say, an ad in a magazine or an online news article.  

 

3.3.3 The analytical process 

 

I printed out all my material on paper to make the analysis easier. This way I could physically 

move the posts around and have an easier time seeing common themes emerge in the text. I 

started by colour coding the material by my two main central themes, women/feminism and 

sexually active men/hegemonic masculinity. After this I read through all the posts in the two 

themes several times to find additional, more specific themes that would further shed light on 

incel discourses. I started taking notes and scribbling down spontaneous thoughts directly on 

my material, and soon I began to see commonalities between the posts that pointed to the 

posters’ shared ways of thinking and perceiving the world. This made it easier to identify the 

underlying discourses present in the material. 
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After categorising my material into four distinct themes, I selected the posts that I felt best 

exemplified these themes. Finally, I put my analysis into writing by connecting the posts and 

their respective themes to the literature I’ve based this thesis on. 

 

 

 

4 Analysis 
 

 

In this chapter I will present my final research results. During my analysis I identified four 

central themes that can be linked to common discourses within the incel community and, by 

extension, wider society. These themes are as follows: women’s accountability for incels’ 

sexlessness, the evils of feminism, the pressure on men to be hegemonically masculine, and 

the way incels deal with this pressure which can be seen as a display of hybrid masculinity. 

 

 

4.1 Theme 1: Women are to blame for inceldom 

 

One of the most prominent themes I observed during my research was, perhaps 

unsurprisingly, that incels feel that their celibacy is the fault of women. Incels take this deep 

sense of unfairness, politicise it and transform it into a vehemently misogynistic ideology 

where women as a social class discriminate against and oppress incels as a social class. The 

language incels use to describe this perceived injustice is highly political in nature and points 

to a well-established world view and an accompanying belief system. 

 

Pururin: I believe it's understandable to have feelings of hatred for women as an 

incel. Our hatred derives from anger which stems from the unfairness we have been 

dealt with by women. Why should we be excluded by the dating market or even 

society just for our looks, something that we can't control? It's reasonable to be mad at 

women and normies in general, which leads to our detestation of them. 

LOW_INHIB_GOD: [...] I have every right to hate these privileged, hypergamous, 

annoying creatures as a genetically disadvantaged male. "It's their nature isn't an 
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argument. It's also a bear's nature to attack anything that moves, does that excuse it 

from being hated if it killed my family? Nevermind, that's not even an equal 

equivalence, bears aren't intelligent creatures, while foids are. [...] 

 

Incels see themselves as structurally marginalised and disadvantaged because of their looks. 

Women are said to be behind this oppression, meaning women as a group are thought to have 

significant societal power and influence. The user LOW_INHIB_GOD expresses the belief 

that women yield this power to the detriment of “genetically disadvantaged” men like incels, 

who because of their appearance miss out on not only relationships and sex, but in their 

opinion more general rights as well. Hatred of women is presented as a reasonable and 

expected reaction to this perceived structural injustice. According to Winnie Chang (2020), 

incels see hatred of women as an emancipatory act. Users Pururin and LOW_INHIB_GOD 

exemplify this by stating that they have “every right to hate” women and that feeling hatred 

for women is “understandable” because of the unfavourable situation women have put them 

in. 

Dehumanising women by referring to them as “foids” or “creatures” is also something Chang 

(2020) writes about. By depicting women as simultaneously subhuman and omnipotent, incels 

justify their misogyny and portray it as them righteously speaking up against a powerful and 

malicious enemy. While incels appear to think they’re fighting against the status quo, 

comparing women to animals and inanimate objects to dehumanise them is in fact common, 

in line with the dominant culture and “rooted in the very structures they claim to reject” 

(Chang 2020, p. 9). 

 

Cope or die: With affirmative action and the welfare state foids can now select and 

validate men based almost exclusively on physical traits (looks, height, six packs, etc). 

Bourbon: as we know since the 20th century the destructive and degenerate 

movement known as feminism has fucked over men and empowered w*men in 

various ways eg. 

granting femoids a 97% chance of success in divorceraping the man for no reason 

femoids can file false rape claims and get a man raped in prison 

femoids can kill babies even after birth in some places 

femoids have reached god status in the sexual market 
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what is going to happen in the next 20 years? 

post your predictions 

- femoids getting the right to kill men (it's already a reality they get like 3-6 years for 

murder) 

 

Cope or die believes that society has been organised to favour women’s mate selection and 

privileges attractive and hegemonically masculine men over incels, who are left partnerless 

and celibate. This has supposedly been achieved through affirmative action and welfare 

programs, suggesting that societal strategies to increase gender equality have in fact been 

detrimental to men as a group (Schmitz & Kazyak 2016, p. 7). This is a commonly reiterated 

viewpoint amongst incels who believe feminism and progressivism are to blame not only for 

their unsatisfactory situation but most of the problems of the world. Since women are thought 

to already have more power than men in society, calls to improve the position of women are 

seen as excessive and unnecessary (Chang 2020, p. 12; Tranchese & Sugiura 2021, p. 7; 

Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 573). 

The user Bourbon confirms the incel view of feminism as a system that’s “fucking over men” 

and advancing the position of women. The examples he lists of privileges that have been 

afforded to women because of feminism are highly alarmist and, in most cases, have no 

factual basis. Saying that women have reached “god status in the sexual market” suggests that 

women freely and independently choosing their own partners is them exerting total control 

over men’s love lives and happiness. The use of the word “divorcerape” and the false rape 

claim narrative reveals how incels see female victims of sexual assault. Rarely do they give 

credence to rape allegations made by women, often saying that they’re a result of women 

regretting the sexual encounter the next day or “changing their mind” after the act. On the 

other hand, things that are not in the realm of sexual assault, such as divorce, are likened to 

rape. Some incels even argue that women rejecting their sexual advances constitutes “reverse 

rape” and is as detrimental as actual sexual assault (Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 573; Center on 

Extremism Report 2018, p. 12). According to Tranchese and Sugiura (2021, p. 13) incels see 

their inability to force women to have sex with them as an injustice and proof of the many 

ways in which they are subjugated in society.  

Women are thought of as objects whose bodies exist for the pleasure of men, and a man 

getting rejected by a woman is him being denied something that he is entitled to as a man. 

Whether any woman is actually sexually attracted to the men getting rejected (or any man for 
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that matter) is irrelevant to incels, as women are not considered full human beings with bodily 

autonomy and the right to consent to or deny sex (Tranchese & Sugiura 2021, p. 13). Sex with 

women is perceived as a human right and a basic need for survival for men akin to food and 

shelter, and women denying them sex is equivalent to not caring whether they live or die. 

Rejecting men’s sexual or flirtatious advances is according to incels an act wherein women 

deliberately and maliciously cause men harm, and the user Bourbon hypothesises that the next 

realistic step is women gaining the legal right to murder men. This speaks to how serious of a 

transgression he considers women not offering men sex, and how much he feels that it harms 

men. Feminism and the advancement of women’s societal rights is seen as so sinister and 

misandrist that its ultimate goal would be the legalisation of genocide (Schmitz & Kazyak 

2016, p. 7). 

 

Joelossus: The main problem I see with the natural selection argument is the fact that 

it doesn't accounts for a foids subhumanity. I'd argue that most of us are incels bc of 

the bad genes our mothers gave us. Hence viewing our position as a simple natural 

occurance [sic] doesn't makes a lot of sense imo. Since nature could've simply 

provided us with our dads genes which would have had a higher success rate of 

procreating our bloodline. Yet it didn't. The simple truth is that we were unfortunete 

[sic] enough to be born as males in a time period that favours females. That's all there 

is. Natural selection has nothing to do with it. Since if it did, we would see a lot more 

femcels than male incels. […] I think we have deviated too much from the natural 

order of things, to use it as justification for our current missfortune [sic]. 

negativecel: Why is there no selection for women? Because of their genes many ugly 

men are born, 95% of women should not breed.  

decembrist_kirillov: Thought it thousand times. Men are cursed by nature. Ugly foids 

are the reason why incels will always exist. 

 

Joelossus’ post demonstrates the sheer scope of the blame that is placed on women by incels. 

Not only are women who reject the advances of incels to blame for their misfortunes and 

loneliness, the supposed reason why women are rejecting them, their physical appearance, is 

conveniently blamed on their mothers. The theory being put forth is that incels look more like 

their mothers than their fathers and are therefore effeminate in appearance and unattractive to 
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women. Mothers of incels are blamed for causing inceldom even before the birth of their sons. 

Both negativecel and decembrist_kirilloy support this sentiment, saying unattractive women 

birth incels and unattractive men are born because of women’s genes. While incels desire 

women sexually and in certain ways also romantically, a common talking point on incel 

forums is that most women are physically unattractive and disguise this unattractiveness with 

makeup and grooming, which is considered dishonest. Because physical appearance is the 

main indicator of human worth in incel ideology, being considered ugly diminishes women’s 

worth as humans even further. In Taking the Black Pill: An Empirical Analysis of the “Incel”, 

Glace et al. (2021) point out that incels mock women they deem unattractive for seeking 

romantic connections, while they simultaneously harbour intense resentment towards the 

women who supposedly reject them because of their appearance.  

In accordance with the idea that women have extensive power and influence that they use to 

deliberately hurt incels, women are thought to have control even over the incontrollable, in 

this instance the physical appearance of their children. This can be tied to literature that posits 

that incels consider themselves "doomed” and “destined” to be incels before they’re even 

born. It seems to be a combination of extreme fatalism (the black pill) and needing to assign 

blame to women for one’s supposedly tragic fate. Bratich and Banet-Weiser (2019), assert 

that incels who ascribe to the black pill ideology find “life to be a sentence, a curse, a destiny. 

There is no restarting, no possibility of skills-based training for improvement. There’s also no 

responsibility for one’s lot” (p. 5017). Adhering to the black pill ideology is according to 

Hoffman et al. (2020, p. 568) “critical to the incel ideology, since it means recognising 

‘inceldom’ as a permanent condition”. This attitude is displayed in decembrist_kirilloy’s post 

where he says that men are “cursed” and that incels “will always exist”. 

 

worthlessloser26: True women have the cure for depression between their legs but 

refuse to give it to us. Cruel heartless bitches 

 

In the above post, worthlessloser26 is responding to a thread with the title “Women are the 

Reason of Sadness”. The word “true” in this case is not connected to the word “women”, 

instead he is agreeing with the original poster (the user who started the thread). 

Worthlessloser26 considers sex with women to be “the cure for depression”. Because of this 

he thinks women are heartless for “refusing” to “give it” to, in other words have sex with, 

incels. According to this user, sex is a resource that women have and give away to men they 
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deem worthy of it rather than a mutual and enthusiastically reciprocal act. This points to 

incels’ misogynistic understanding of women that is supported by the more widely held view 

that most women don’t actually enjoy sex, and that those who do are morally dubious.  

Incels are not concerned with the desires of women but rather their own self-image and 

standing in society, which they feel would be improved if women only gave them access to 

their bodies (Tranchese & Sugiura 2021, p. 13). Because of this (mis)understanding of 

women's relationship with sex, incels consider women exceptionally selfish and cold-blooded 

for denying them something that they freely and willingly “give” other men. According to 

Tranchese and Sugiura (2021, p. 13), incels see women as the gatekeepers of sex, while they 

themselves are the hapless victims of women’s discriminatory sexual practices. 

Objectification of women is common amongst incels, and this makes calls for violence 

against them more acceptable (Tranchese & Sugiura 2021, p. 5). The use of the term 

“between their legs” to refer to sex and the vagina demonstrates how incels objectify women 

and detach the act of sex from the actual female human beings they want to have sex with. 

Women’s bodies are seen as separate parts or objects that they carry around on their person, 

as opposed to women being whole human beings who are more than the sum of their “parts”.  

 

Caesercel: [...] You meet and interact with women and they seem alright(an 

experience many of us don't share) so you think they are not bad people besides 

rejecting you. But you forget that nobody forced them. They CHOOSE to reject you. 

Despite all your shortcomings she could've been your romantic partner, she could've 

made a different choice, she could've seen the good in you. But she still rejected you.  

How could you be alright with that? If you think woman are nothing more than height 

and jaw receptor machines with no awareness, why give them any rights? If they are 

deliberate in their wish to chase chads and fuck around instead of settling down with a 

looksmatch, then why not hate their disgusting nature, which creates loneliness for so 

many men?? [...] 

i_want_emo_gf: Millions of men are suffering every day due to lack of affection and 

intimacy. Women don’t want to do ANYTHING to help us. In fact, they even go as far 

to make fun of us and trivialize our problems. Then, they get mad when we decide we 

hate them and don’t want anything to do with them. [...] 
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Caesercel demonstrates how incels see women who reject their advances. Women are 

supposed to look beyond incels’ shortcomings (and hostile sexism) and enter into 

relationships with them because they as men deserve to and need to be partnered. What 

women would gain from this is never a point of discussion, underscoring the fact that incels 

think women exist to serve them and their interests. What makes incels themselves appealing 

partners is not part of the discourse, in fact, incels are of the opinion that they have a lot of 

flaws, illustrated by Caesercel: “Despite all your shortcomings she could’ve been your 

romantic partner”.  

In the following paragraph of the post, Caesercel goes on to describe women as “nothing 

more than height and jaw receptors with no awareness” (referencing the idea that women are 

biologically hardwired to only be attracted to tall men with chiselled jaws, or “Chads”). He 

also questions why men should have to “give” women equal rights, since they according to 

incels use those rights to deny incels access to their bodies. Despite all of his open resentment, 

Caesercel is of the opinion that women are obliged to accept the sexual and romantic 

advances of all men, particularly of those who seem notably lonely. Women’s intimacy, 

affection and time are seen as a form of capital detached from the women themselves. 

According to incels, women must distribute this capital equally amongst men, regardless of 

the desires of the women themselves. The fact that they don’t is seen as unfair, suggesting that 

women should be “a stable resource in the sexual marketplace” (Menzie 2020, p. 5). This 

understanding of sex and relationships as capital is illustrated in how incels speak about 

dating. The term “sexual marketplace” is used to describe the dating world, demonstrating 

that incels see and talk about relationships mainly through an economic and transactional lens 

(Menzie 2020, p. 5).  

The user i_want_emo_gf paints a picture of a crisis of lonely men. While it is not untrue that 

the growing number of socially isolated men is a social problem that needs attention, 

i_want_emo_gf presents women as both the cause of and the solution to this problem. By 

placing the onus on women, the solution to men’s loneliness becomes very simple and women 

are seen as selfish for being able to “help” men but choosing not to.  
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4.2 Theme 2: The evils of feminism 

 

Another cornerstone of the incel ideology is antifeminism. Incels vehemently oppose 

feminism and feminist progress, arguing that increasing gender equality has turned Western 

society into a gynocentric matriarchy where men, especially incels, are oppressed (Chang 

2020, p. 1; Hoffman et al. 2020, p. 573; Tranchese & Sugiura 2021, p. 7; Schmitz & Kazyak 

2016, p. 7). Incels bemoan how dominant, entitled and unfeminine Western women have 

supposedly become because of feminism and yearn for a time where women were suppressed 

and entirely dependent on men (Chang 2020, p. 12). I found a lot of my material for this 

theme to be centred around women’s sexual freedom. Incels are repulsed by women who have 

had numerous sexual partners and view promiscuous women almost as a symbol for the 

impending collapse of society. 

 

-BrettyBoy-: Like the topic title say [sic], almost every woman is used up, the 

majority of women have already had some casual cock in their snatch, you could 

probably fit your whole hand in there. 

Barley [sic] any women are sexually innocent as a result of feminism yet even while 

normies know their girlfriend is used up, they will be like ‘She’s not like the other 

girls, man, I’m telling you, she’s like a diamond’ because they are so pussy blinded to 

the point where they let themselves see past all this. 

 

The user -BrettyBoy- describes sexually active women as “used up”. The use of “used up” 

implies that women are objects to be used by men, and sex is an act wherein a man uses a 

woman, the object, for his own personal pleasure. He also believes the prevalent sexist 

misconception that vaginas stretch with the amount of different sexual partners a woman has 

had and become “loose”. Sexual inexperience is represented as a virtue and an asset that 

women have to offer men. It is interesting that incels complain that women’s standards are 

unreasonably high while they themselves would only want a woman without any sort of 

sexual past, due to archaic misogynistic ideas about a woman’s sexual “purity”. At the same 

time, incels are furious at women who reject their advances. 

The fact that most women are not “pure” and inexperienced enough for incels is blamed on 

feminism and the subsequent sexual revolution. Men who are in relationships with women 

who have had sexual partners before them are seen as indoctrinated by feminism and 
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submissive to their female partners. To incels, the only reason a man could accept being 

partnered with a woman who has not been saving herself for him is if he’s been manipulated 

by her into accepting and being “blind” to her defects (the word defect is used here to 

underline the fact that incels see women as objects rather than humans). The partnered 

normies are thought to be lacking in reason and common sense while incels see things clearly 

and know how evil and conniving women really are. 

-BrettyBoy- presumes that the women in these relationships have manipulated their male 

partners through the use of sex. According to this theory, women do not genuinely enjoy sex 

and use it strategically to control and manipulate. O’Malley et al. (2020, p. 13) suggest that 

one core belief of incels is that women are inherently cruel and manipulative. This is also a 

commonly held belief imbedded in mainstream society, which is noteworthy as incels present 

themselves as countercultural and fighting against the mainstream (Chang 2020, p. 9). 

 

Iwantroshani: It's happening, women are getting more higher positions in the 

workplace, and it only seems like a matter of time before America has a female 

president. While men are pulling on panties and skirts and painting their nails. 

 

Iwantroshani’s post is a prime example of the dread incels feel when faced with increasing 

gender equality. The tone of the post is foreboding and anxious. Women breaking the glass 

ceiling and getting access to positions previously held only by men is not regarded as 

something positive, but as a development that threatens men generally and incels more 

specifically. The masculine anxiety surrounding the potential loss of power and societal 

influence is exhibited in the way Iwantroshani mentions a possible future female POTUS: “it 

only seems like a matter of time before America has a female president”. Women as a group 

gaining more power is contrasted with men becoming feminised: “while men are pulling on 

panties and skirts and painting their nails”. There is a sense that men and women are changing 

places, and a decrease in power coincides with increased feminisation. Incels don’t view this 

as an indication that gender norms are becoming less significant overall, but that women have 

taken men’s place at the top and are suppressing men under a matriarchal, gynocentric order 

(Chang 2020, p. 1). 
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Redpill Robert: I used to say that the true objective of all this feminazi propaganda is 

to position the beta males (the soys as well as the bluepilled normies in general who 

don't know their wives are almost definitely cucking them behind their backs and so 

on) as societal pawns who will mindlessly do their bidding; their goose is cooked if 

the incels, the beta males, and even the normie males all woke up en masse and 

pushed back against the agenda of the gynocracy. 

Problem is, that gives holes way too much credit for having that kind of sentience. It's 

very possible that the jews are involved and pulling the strings however. But why? 

After all, the overwhelming majority of kike men are beta themselves. 

keksofthebest: Women are at the top thats [sic] why they say the patriarchy exists 

because they want the power. The people who say a matriarchy is in place are right. 

SuccessfulShark: [feminism] was never about equality but female supremacy to 

destroy everything 

Bearman: It should be called something else than feminism if it is not about equal 

rights. What about mens [sic] rights? I am not priviliged [sic] just because Im [sic] fat 

and white. That may have been the case 50 years ago, but not today. I am as far from 

being privileged as you could possibly imagine. Below zero. 

 

According to Schmitz and Kazyak (2016, p. 7), common attributes of antifeminism are a 

staunch denial of the existence of gender inequality, and an insistence that the secret goal of 

feminism is actually female domination and male subjugation. Feminism is regularly likened 

to Nazism with nicknames like “feminazi”, perpetuating the idea that they have similar 

ideologies and the same end goal, extermination. Bearman suggests that feminism should 

have another name if its core principles are not informed by gender equality and equal 

attention is not given to the struggles of men: “What about men’s rights?”. The underlying 

assumption is that feminists are being dishonest about their actual intentions to appear more 

palatable to the general public and to gain more power. This is another example of women 

being seen as sinister and scheming. Redpill Robert, however, is of the opinion that women 

(or “holes”) don’t have the intellectual capacity for this kind of scheme. Because of this he 

falls back on a conspiracy that’s common in the manosphere: that Jews are the masterminds 

behind the feminist movement, controlling things behind the scenes to cause as much 

destruction to society as possible. According to Hoffman et al. (2020), “the classic anti-
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Semitic refrain about Jews controlling society – through government, banks, and the media – 

is relatively common among incels in identifying the causes of social decay and degeneration” 

(p. 573). The reason why Jewish men would be doing this is unclear even to Redpill Robert 

himself, as they would inevitably also suffer under a gynocentric order.  

Redpill Robert’s post is reflective of a misogynistic contradictory attitude where women are 

simultaneously incompetent and cunning. Women are assumed to be both active and passive 

at the same time, unintelligent but scheming and manipulative. He describes Jewish men in a 

similar manner, first speculating that they are the puppet masters behind feminism and then 

describing them as “beta” (Chang 2020, p. 12). As I’ve explained, in the incel vocabulary a 

“beta male” is a submissive man who accepts being dominated by women and “alpha” men. 

The theory that women are using their husbands’ financial resources while being unfaithful to 

them, or “cucking” them, also makes an appearance (Glace et al. 2021, p. 6). There is a sense 

that the “normies” and “beta males” are asleep at the wheel while incels are the only ones who 

are aware of what’s really happening in the world. I see this as representative of the red pill 

theory that incels and the greater manosphere have popularised (Ging 2019, p. 640). 

 

wereqryan: We all know that women and men have an asymmetric relationship of 

oppression with women exercising control over men; they hold all the power in 

society today. Of course, we men have the gift of physical strength and violence at our 

disposal which we can use to bring women to our knees but the prospects of that 

scenario manifesting is rather low (almost none to be honest). In the future, we might 

be able to gene edit women and create a slave class, but that scenario is also looks 

pretty unlikely.  

So, here's my question: what are our near term options when it comes to turning the 

tide on women and restoring our rightful place in society? Is it mass MGTOW-LDAR 

boycott where we men as a collective just drop out of society due to loss of incentive 

towards family formation? Or is it with technologies like virtual reality porn, 

prostitution, etc? 

 

In this particularly alarming post, user wereqryan wonders how men should reverse the 

supposed gendered power shift that’s occurred and take back the power and influence he feels 

men as a group have lost. Men losing power is seen as negative, as men’s “rightful place in 

society” is as leaders. Wereqryan doesn’t pretend to merely want gender equality as perhaps 
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Bearman and SuccessfulShark do with their grievances of feminism, he sees the reinstalment 

of traditional patriarchy and male supremacy as righteous and necessary. According to 

O’Malley et al. (2020), “by labelling women as inferior, incels [rationalise] the legitimate 

rights of men to oppress them” (p. 14). The strategies wereqryan puts forth for men taking 

back their rightful place in society are violence and boycott, although he states that a scenario 

of men overthrowing women with physical force is unlikely. The threat of male violence 

against women is, as Winnie Chang (2020) puts it, “recast as a heroic act of rebellion against 

a subhuman enemy” (p. 6). When women are represented as the villainous Other that 

oppresses men, acts of violence against them are justified and even encouraged. 

 

Hyperwristcel: It's not crazy, just wrong. There is no "endgame". The leftist is never 

satisfied. If no problems exist, problems will be created. That's also exactly what 

feminists these days do. Women, in the West, have more power than they ever had, 

but they are still not satisfied and hence create problems, such as removing objects in 

public that remind them of a phallus (everything which is long and straight) or start 

campaigns against "manspreading" (the natural way to sit for all males) and so on ... 

Even if they completely held 100% of the power in society, they would still not be 

satisfied, there still would not be an "endgame". 

 

Incels see feminism and feminist grievances as superfluous and nonsensical. According to 

incels gender equality has already been achieved and has now brought about an anti-male 

matriarchal order, and because of this any feminist complaint about sexism is seen as wholly 

redundant (Tranchese & Sugiura 2021, p. 7). Hyperwristcel accuses feminists of creating 

problems where there are none, reinforcing the idea that feminists and, by extension, women, 

are illogical and hysterical bad-faith actors that will stop at nothing to suppress men. 

 

Ultra95: SIMPS, CUCKS, AND BETAMALES LET HYPERGAMY AND 

WOMEN'S BEHAVIOUR GET OUT OF CONTROL. It all started with giving 

women the vote in the first place. These Liberal cucks thought that by giving women a 

right they may get access to pussy. Chad is not responsible for the state of things he is 

merely the beneficiary and treats women like shit.  

Male Liberals, Male Feminists, Men who have to resort to stabbing other men in the 
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back cause its [sic] the only way they can get laid, men who betabuxx, men who use 

Onlyfans, all of these actions just increased the price of sex and made it harder for the 

average guy to get it. These are the male cucks that deserve the blame. 

I respect Chads they treat women like shit and put them in their place. 

 

The statement “it all started with giving women the vote in the first place” is indicative of a 

perception that suffrage was “given” to women by men as a gesture of generosity, rather than 

tirelessly fought for with strategic political action and sacrifice. As women have now proven 

themselves unworthy of this kind gesture by not giving incels access to their bodies, their 

rights must be taken away. There also seems to be a suspicion that the male legislators who 

finally granted women the right to vote in the early 20th century only did so to gain sexual 

favours from women. This reflects the fact that incels see women not as full humans but as 

sexual objects, existing only for the pleasure of men.  

Men who support and feel sympathy for women are accused of “stabbing other men in the 

back”. There is an idea that men should side with other men first and foremost, and siding 

with “the Other”, women, is seen as a betrayal of a brotherhood that supposedly exists 

between men. However, the vitriol with which incels talk about most other men puts their 

commitment to this brotherhood into question. Ultracel95 on the other hand seems to be 

supportive of men he identifies as Chads. Unlike male feminists, male liberals, and men who 

financially support online sex workers by buying their services, Chads treat women how they 

according to Ultracel95 are supposed to be treated. Since incels see women as subhuman 

objects, men that treat them as such are not considered to be wrong morally. By contrast, 

women who have relations with men who treat them badly are targets of intense vitriol from 

incels. Incels are of the impression that despite their extreme dislike for women, they would 

treat a female partner with love and respect and the fault therefore lies with women for 

choosing the wrong men.  

As I have previously demonstrated, incels see sex as always being in some way transactional. 

Ultracel95 saying that the “price of sex” has increased by women gaining more rights, 

freedoms and respect in the eyes of men is indicative of this attitude. According to incels, sex 

with women always has a price even when it isn’t monetary. Since women are thought to not 

enjoy sex in the first place, women still wanting to have sex is explained by them gaining 

something other than pleasure from it, be it children, control over men, commitment or 

financial security.  
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Cope or die: With affirmative action and the welfare state foids can now select and 

validate men based almost exclusively on physical traits(looks, height, six packs, etc). 

Imsorry: feminism = eugenics. 

only a small amout [sic] of men had passed on their dna compared to women. they feel 

that feminism = it's ok to whore ourselves out, because everyone supports it and there 

is no consequence of fucking multiple men because at the end of the day they will be 

able to get any man they want. 

 

I’m inclined to connect Cope or die’s statement to literature that states that incels see 

feminism and women’s increasing rights as the main reason behind the existence of incels. 

According to Schmitz and Kazyak (2016, p. 7) and Chang (2020, p. 2), incels and other 

manosphere groups consider policies aimed at systematically increasing gender equality to be 

the source of their personal unhappiness and inability to find a partner. Because incels don’t 

believe women are an oppressed group, feminism is seen as nothing but a strategy to help 

women pursue appealing partners: “feminism helps women pursue wealthy and attractive 

male partners in what is considered to be an epiphenomenal expression of their material 

genetic imperatives. By convincing men of women’s oppression, feminism supposedly allows 

women to more effectively pursue their own genetically determined goals and impulses” (Van 

Valkenburgh 2018, p. 6).  

Cope or die believes that women’s genetically determined goals align with hegemonically 

masculine beauty standards: women “almost exclusively” want tall, handsome, physically fit 

men with six packs, or “Chads”. If men who don’t live up to these standards are partnered, it 

is explained by other factors: he has a stable job and can provide her with financial security. 

As women are not seen as fully human and therefore virtually incapable of romantic feelings, 

why they still seek out partnerships is explained in terms of pragmatism. 

The user Imsorry even goes so far as to liken women’s perceived selectivity to eugenics. 

Women are thought to be uniquely sexually privileged as the sole deciders on the dating 

market, while men fight over anyone they can get and enthusiastically date women less 

attractive than them. Incels have convinced themselves that because women are intrinsically 

shallow, there is no chance of women ever choosing men who are not conventionally 

attractive (Segalewicz 2020, p. 2). Because of this incels feel they will never have the chance 

to have children, causing their bloodline to effectively die with them.  
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Notably, Imsorry shames women and calls them names for sleeping with multiple different 

men, a tendency that is exceedingly common amongst incels. Women who are sexually active 

in a way that incels don’t support, i.e. not sexually active with them in particular, are intensely 

denigrated on incel forums. This is significant, because according to the internal logic of 

incels, women being sexually promiscuous with multiple men would increase their own 

chances of having sex with women. In other words, women are obsessively desired sexually 

and simultaneously shamed for engaging in sexual activity. According to Glace et al. (2021), 

“this communicates that women’s sexual desires are shameful while men’s sexual desires are 

worthy of respect and that Incels would shame the women who engage in the very behavior 

that they demand women perform” (p. 7). 

 

4.3 Men are expected to be hegemonically masculine 

 

On Incels.is, masculinity norms are largely reflective of broader society. Being hegemonically 

masculine is seen as something desirable, and hegemonically masculine men are the source of 

great envy because of their supposed success with women. Incels express that they feel 

pressured by societal expectations to live up to traditionally masculine ideals, which they also 

recognise as unreasonable and unrealistic. To them, their failure to embody hegemonic 

masculinity equals their failure as men and, by extension, as people. 

There is also a recognition that masculine gender norms are socially constructed and subject 

to change, even though genetic determinism, evolutionary psychology and biological 

explanations of gender differences and gender inequality are prevalent in the incel community 

(Ging 2019, p. 649). 

 

NorthernWind: Women cannot understand what the worst nightmare in man's life 

that could happen, the most crueliest [sic] thing, are not life hardships but being 

treated less than a man. So if they treat someone with compassion or trying to be kind 

and understanding, they also expect some sort of gratitude. Dear ladies, keep your 

kindness for yourself or for your relatives and people who deserve it. Pity is 

humilating [sic]. Men don't want to be treated with pity. Men want to be manly, real 

men. Sometimes women who try to act "understanding" cannot understant [sic] that 

they are humilating [sic] someone because they treat him like an INFERIOR being. I 
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will fight to be a real man, maybe way more "real" than those sex havers, "masculine" 

men whom women worship and reward with intimacy. 

 

NorthernWind’s post demonstrates how the incel community sees traditional masculinity as 

an ideal that is above femininity and other masculinities. This is in line with Connell’s (2005) 

description of hegemonic masculinity as a hierarchy that works to privilege certain 

expressions of masculinity over others, and over all expressions of femininity.  

According to user NorthernWind, the worst possible thing that could happen to a man is to be 

“treated less than a man”. What exactly is meant by this is not fully articulated, but 

NorthernWind does specify that being treated less than a man means being treated with 

compassion, kindness and understanding, specifically by women. He suggests that when 

women are kind to men, it is a sign of pity and that women expect gratitude in return for this 

kindness. As hegemonic masculinity is associated with emotional stoicism and toughness, a 

woman showing a man empathy might be perceived as a threat to his masculinity. Within this 

framework receiving kindness (pity) from women becomes an emasculating act. This could be 

theorised with Dahl et al.’s (2015) assertion that masculinity is a high-status social identity 

that needs to be constantly reinforced by keeping a distance to anything feminine. Being 

treated “less than a man” means being treated like a woman because an emasculated man 

holds the same status as women. The category “man” is in this case an ideal rather than just a 

gender and is valued above other gendered categories. According to Connell, hegemonic 

masculinity retains its dominant status by delegitimising other gender expressions (2005, p. 

77).  

In the first part of the post there’s an alignment with wider societal discourses around 

hegemonic masculinity, and that a “real” man is a masculine man. In the last part this gets 

turned on its head: there is something more “real” than being traditionally masculine and 

sexually successful with women. NorthernWind says he will fight to be more of a man than 

men who are traditionally seen as masculine, suggesting masculinity lies more in your 

character than in your physical appearance or sexual prowess. Through this kind of discursive 

negotiation, Incels and other men who are not hegemonically masculine process their 

relationship to hegemonic masculinity. It is a process of simultaneous distancing from and 

alignment with (Eisen & Yamashita 2019; Glace et al. 2021, p. 2; Bridges & Pascoe 2014). 
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Ultra95: The definition of an "Alpha Male" is a male that rises to the top of a social 

hierarchy (as in a social, cultural or economic leader). Alpha Male does not 

necessarily equal Chad, but generally speaking people assume Alpha Males have more 

sexual partners. 

I've also heard stories of guys with massive slay counts, fucked like 100 bitches, and 

they pretty much didn't even have a social life or social circle. Online dating apps 

makes it easier to do this.  

Is there such thing as a non social or introverted Chad? And if women like rebels, isn't 

being non-social in itself rebellious? 

 

The concept of the “alpha male” is widespread and heavily used in the manosphere to denote 

hegemonic masculinity in manospheric, evolutionary psychological terms (Ging 2019). While 

the Chad of the incels largely serves the same discursive purpose as the alpha male of the 

MGTOW community or the pickup artists, Ultra95 is of the opinion that these two are 

separate phenomena. What unites them, however, is sexual prowess. According to Connell, 

heterosexual activity is an integral part of a hegemonically masculine gender performance 

(2005, p. 162, 196, 216). Segalewicz (2020, p. 10) also notes that a hegemonically masculine 

heterosexuality constructs men as active and women as passive. Ultra95’s use of the phrase 

“slay count” as a synonym for how many women a man has had sex with illustrates both that 

women are seen as subordinate and passive in sex acts with alpha males and Chads, and that 

incels reproduce discourses about sex as an inherently violent act (Tranchese & Sugiura 2021, 

p. 2).  

 

Iamnothere000: [...] The definition of what a “real man” is changes constantly. 

We were supposed to be protectors and providers until we built a civilization that took 

care of those needs. Then we were supposed to be diligent workers until automation 

makes us obsolete again. This wheel of constant crisis and re-invention of what a man 

is, is spinning faster and faster. 

I notices [sic] that every definition of a “real man” is always associated with some 

kind of servitude and submission.  

“A real man contributes to his community.” 

“A real man knows how to treat a lady.” 
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“A real man fights for his country.” 

“A real man protects the honor of XXX.” 

“A real men does not judge people/women by XXX standard.” 

No matter the definition, men are always expected to be, in one form or another, self-

sacrificing for women/society. We are expected to use our physical and mental 

strength to provide for others. 

 

Iamnothere000’s post reflects sociological discourses that state that gender roles are socially 

constructed. Like Connell (2005, p. 76), Iamnothere000 stresses that the hegemonic position 

of a particular masculinity (a “real man”) is contestable and subject to change. The repeated 

use of the phrase “we were supposed to” and “we are expected to” indicates an understanding 

of masculinity as something that is not innate, but rather learnt and performed in accordance 

with gender norms of a given time and place. In this way, incels reproduce a critique of male 

gender norms typically associated with feminist discourses. This supports Schmitz and 

Kazyak’s assertion that incels “at times address how men suffer because of unrealistic societal 

stereotypes, which aligns with feminist analyses of these same issues.” (2020, p. 8). The 

discrepancy lies in the supposed origin of these unrealistic expectations; feminists generally 

place blame on patriarchal norms while incels blame feminism. Placing the blame of 

hegemonic masculinity on feminism thus constructs men as victims of a misandrist society 

(Chang 2020, p. 1; Blais & Dupuis-Déri 2012, p. 22). This victimhood is underlined even 

further in Iamnothere000’s post by asserting that men are always expected to sacrifice for the 

greater good. 

In a thread titled “What should the man of the future be like?”, user I want to believe writes 

the following: 

 

I want to believe: He should be a fucking Chad: be tall and strong as fuck, be 

handsome, be very rich, have good health, and so on. Otherwise, he wouldn't survive 

in the future. The future will be way worse for men. 

 

Hegemonic masculinity is valued highly in the incel community, even though incels 

themselves do not live up to the masculine ideal. This might also be why hegemonic 
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masculinity is the subject of so much incel imagination and discourse, as incels believe it is 

what’s standing between them and an active sex life. Connell’s (2005) description of 

hegemonic masculinity as a hierarchy where certain features and characteristics are valued 

above others can help us understand the post above. The physical features listed can be 

described as hegemonically masculine and, according to the author of the post, ideal for 

surviving in an uncertain future.  

This post is also a good example of how incels construct the Chad by invoking classically 

masculine character traits: tall build, physical strength, good looks and health. These features 

are given a superior position compared to incels’ own features and can be understood through 

Demetriou’s (2001) process of internal hegemony and Connell’s (2005) assertion that there is 

“a gender politics within masculinity” (p. 37). 

 

Meus: First define what you mean by masculinity, because this society literally 

fucking discourages it. 

In my opinion there is nothing more masculine than protecting something, but in our 

society nothing is worth being protected, especially not foids. 

Being masculine in this soyciety is simply cucked, plain and simple. 

 

There is some disagreement among incels about whether hegemonic masculinity is being 

discouraged in men or required of them. Incels are a diverse group and do not always, or even 

often, agree on the specific way they’re being subjected to injustice. While most incels agree 

that women are hardwired to biologically only find hypermasculine men attractive, a lot of 

incels (sometimes the same ones) are simultaneously under the impression that feminism has 

demonised masculinity to such an extent that men are being socially pressured to embrace 

femininity and display more typically feminine behaviours (Menzie 2020, p. 10).  

 

Broly: "toxic masculinity" is just a man whos [sic] not gonna paint his nails and wear 

a dress 

Deleted Member 33826: Yep, (((they))) want men to be weak and dainty. It looks 

like a lot of men are falling for it and becoming feminized. 

Broly: so it can be easier for them to take over the world since all the men will be 

weak little sissies 
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Broly’s post has clear sarcastic undertones, demonstrated by the quotation marks around the 

phrase toxic masculinity. This underscores that Broly doesn’t actually believe in the 

phenomenon of toxic masculinity and suggests that what the powers that be call toxic 

masculinity is in fact men who refuse to cave to society’s demand for them to become 

feminised. “Toxic masculinity” is a term that has gained popularity in mainstream feminist 

discourse and is generally used to describe traditionally masculine traits that can be 

destructive not only to others but also to the self and society as a whole (Ging 2019, p. 640). 

Because of their world view, incels see this as a critique of masculinity in general by ill-

intentioned feminists who despise masculinity in any shape or form. To Broly, toxic 

masculinity is used as an insult to describe men who present as masculine in a man-hating 

world. 

The three posts above display the conspiratorial perspective towards feminism I mentioned 

earlier. The word “(((they)))” is emphasised, suggesting everyone reading knows who is 

working behind the scenes to make men more feminine and less likely to resist potential 

world domination. With incel red pill ideology as the theoretical framework, the most likely 

guess is that “they” in this instance is the feminist movement and perhaps an imagined secret 

constellation of Jewish globalists. Men who perform femininity fulfil the same discursive 

function in this scenario as the docile and conformist “sheeple” in other conspiracy theories.  

These posts also show that incels view femininity as subordinate and inferior to masculinity. 

Feminine men are described as weak and dainty (which is notable as incels often describe 

their own builds as fragile) and derided with the pejorative term “sissy”. These men are 

considered to have failed at living up to hegemonic masculinity, much like incels themselves. 

Incels paradoxically position themselves as victims of society because they can’t live up to 

hegemonic masculinity, but at the same time accuse society of punishing men who are too 

masculine.  

 

BladingEagle: Chads are very evil people. I heard some of them talk and it made me 

realize that they get off at the idea of deflowering girls and ruining them for others. 

Also having sex with people's mothers and cucking men, It's how they assert 

dominance 
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Chads are both envied and hated, some incels say they respect sexually successful men for 

supposedly treating women badly and others say Chads are evil people. BladingEagle is one 

of the latter, describing conversations he’s heard between men he would consider Chads. 

What makes BladingEagle think of Chads as evil is not the fact that they disrespect women by 

seeing them as sexual objects to be conquered, but that by conquering them and “ruining them 

for others”, Chads disrespect other men. Incels are highly committed to reproducing 

discourses on virginity and the sexual purity of women, demonstrated for example by the 

word “deflowering” and the notion that another man having sex with a woman “ruins” her 

(Tranchese & Sugiura 2021, p. 17). The sentiment is that one of the only things women have 

to offer men is their sexual inexperience. Chads and alpha males assert their dominance over 

other men by sexually possessing women other men have intimate relationships with, whether 

it be familial or romantic. Women are seen as objects that belong to men, and “taking” 

another man’s woman is an act of dominance not only over that woman but the man to whom 

she “belongs”. 

 

 

4.4 Theme 4: Hybrid masculinity 

 

Incels both criticise hypermasculinity and celebrate it. Certain traits that are considered 

masculine are challenged and deemed pointless, while others are lauded and upheld as 

virtuous. Unsurprisingly, the attributes that incels do not inhabit are often the attributes they 

critique and want to separate from masculinity, and the attributes they see in themselves are 

the ones that to them are indicative of “true” masculinity. This discursive process of 

negotiation between incels and current conceptions of hegemonic masculinity can be 

described as a manifestation of hybrid masculinity. According to Palmer (2021), “hybrid 

masculinities focus on instances in which men appear to challenge hegemonic masculinity on 

the surface, yet reinforce traditional conceptions of masculinity, and, by extension, gender 

inequality” (p. 3). By appearing to challenge hegemonic masculinity and perpetuating victim 

narratives about themselves, incels discursively position themselves as not benefiting from 

hegemonic masculinity.  

I’ve found that the hybrid masculinity displayed on Incels.is differs somewhat from a lot of 

the current academic literature on the concept, as a lot of it concerns feminist men. Incels 

don’t visualise their masculine performance as “softer” or more inclusive of other gendered 
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representations. As they’re heavily invested in the continued subjugation of women, they 

regard typically feminine traits with disdain and devalue the non-hegemonic traits they see in 

themselves.  

 

Ultra95: I don't even think a real Chad participates in the social hierarchy, because 

he's going to get laid regardless. A real Chad, an ultimate sex haver, I think, is a bit of 

an oddball and would probably be a psychopath so a bit of a social outsider. 

 

The relationship incels have with the men they call Chads is complex and varies between 

individuals. Some incels loathe Chads and consider them to be horrible people (see the posts 

below), while others look up to them and even identify with them. There is a recurring notion 

that Chads and incels both have a negative, and therefore, realistic, view of women, and all 

other men are “bluepilled normies” – wilfully ignorant to women’s true nature. Incels also 

position themselves as outcasts that do not have a place within mainstream culture. Ultra95’s 

post can be seen as an attempt to humanise Chads by ascribing them traits that aren’t 

necessarily hegemonically masculine and therefore bringing them closer to incels. 

 

calimero: Kissing foreheads is kind of incel trait imo. I don' [sic] think chads do this. 

Probably because we are kinder and desire love more.  

Edmund_Kemper: chads are the sexist ones usually, not incels  

  

The intense misogyny of the incel community juxtaposed with the assertion that incels are 

kinder than Chads and would show affection in a more romantic and sentimental way (kissing 

foreheads) points to the paradoxical elements present in incel discourse. User 

Edmund_Kemper claiming that Chads are the sexist ones and not incels exemplifies this. The 

irony of naming yourself after notorious American serial killer Ed Kemper who mainly 

murdered young women, and later also his mother, and labelling other men sexist compared 

to the group you belong to, also bears pointing out (Biography.com, 2017). It can also be 

applicable to Hoffman et al.’s (2020, p. 577) argument that shock factor plays a part in incel 

discourse, and that the users of Incels.is are encouraged to continuously be increasingly 

outrageous in the way they express themselves. 
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erenyeager: Men are the reason why we are stuck in this hellhole in the first place. 

Especially chads. Chads have not only took [sic] everything we deserve but outright 

polluted the dating pool with woman [sic] with unrealistic standards for most of us. I 

can't say I truly powerfully hate women. I hate their preferences being literally the 

same and them being hypocrital [sic] when they get caught doesn't help my 

dissapointment [sic] towards them. However I truly hate Chad and simps. Because of 

the competitive retards we are, we are stuck in this hell. If only the founding titan was 

real and I could manipulate minds. Short guys would be seen as gods and kings 

instead of literal forces of ugly. You can hate woman. Idc what you do. As long as you 

hate men the reason for hatred is justified. Woman loving Chad is just the result of 

men letting things get too far. I can only help but feel dissapointment [sic] towards 

woman. How hard is it to love manlets, fellow woman. We are The most durable of 

man. All chads cry and bitch if there [sic] favorite hairstyle gets into puddled shit. 

Some man you are truly attracted towards too. 

 

The above post is the first post of a thread titled “A true incel hates men greater than he hates 

woman”. While English most likely isn’t poster erenyeager’s first language, what’s being 

communicated in the thread title and the post is quite clear. Unlike most incels, erenyeager 

puts the blame of incels’ sexlessness on other men and argues that men have let women “run 

loose” in picking whoever they want as a mate and as a result, incels have come into 

existence. This post is working from the patriarchal assumption that men as a group have the 

right to (and should) wield influence over women’s sexual and romantic choices and leaving 

women to their own devices will result in great systemic disarray.  

The poster then brings up shortness as a non-masculine trait that women regularly reject men 

for and challenge the fact that it is considered non-masculine by connecting it to being 

“durable”, therefore moving short men closer to hegemonic masculinity. Tall men are now 

gangly and lanky in comparison to short, sturdy men who he thinks should be seen as “kings 

and gods” if he could have control over people’s minds and attitudes. Being physically 

attractive is also recoded as being obsessed with one’s own appearance (a generally common 

perception), a trait people usually associate with femininity. Chads are portrayed as shallow 

and feminine, and accused of potentially “crying and bitching” if their hairstyle gets ruined. 

Men crying openly is still seen as taboo and emasculating, as men are supposed to display 
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emotional toughness (Dahl et al. 2015, p. 243). The discursive function of the word “bitch” is 

to feminise the hypermasculine Chads further while masculinising incels, who allegedly do 

not care about their hair at all (this is evidently not true).  

There is a clear hierarchy of masculine and feminine traits, with feminine traits being 

devalued and placed below masculine traits. Hybrid masculinities of incels differ from most 

established definitions, as incels heavily reject femininity and openly advocate for patriarchy. 

Incels don’t necessarily borrow elements from subordinated groups into their own masculine 

performance, rather they discursively transform their own non-masculine features into 

hypermasculine ones that justify their position as superior to women. Because of this, incels 

are an example of how hybrid masculinities in fact perpetuate gender inequality rather than 

undermine it (Glace et al. 2021). 

 

NearlyOver: By now, everyone's heard of how social media blew up after Peterson's 

New York Times interview in which he claims "enforced monogamy" might cut down 

on the number of embittered, lonely guys in society. He meant, as we all knew, that 

society should encourage monogamy, not legally enforce it. But anyway, in a 

subsequent interview with Joe Rogan, Peterson tries to acquit himself. But around 

time 01:20, he condemns most/many of us by calling us "useless young men." 

So, because we don't have a lot of money, aren't wage slaving for corporations and the 

government, and we haven't conformed to the standards of the very society that 

rejected us, we're "useless." There's your "value of human life." This supposed hero of 

disenfranchised young men has thrown us (incels) collectively under the bus and 

agreed that our lives have no value. We ALREADY KNOW this is how society thinks 

of us and THIS is why so many of us have withdrawn from society. 

 

Canadian psychologist and author Jordan Peterson is by some seen as, like user NearlyOver 

puts it, a “hero of disenfranchised young men” because of his fatherly life advice, 

traditionalist worldview and rejection of contemporary leftist identity politics (Beauchamp, 

2018). I believe this is why Peterson’s comment has had such a negative impact on 

NearlyOver and why he says Peterson has “thrown incels under the bus”, a word choice that 

suggests an act of betrayal.  
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The assumptions about masculinity in this post can be connected to Connell’s (2005) theory 

of hegemonic masculinity in that men are expected to contribute to society by being employed 

and financially independent. Peterson reflects this discourse in his comment by referring to 

unemployed young men as “useless”. There is an underlying assumption that men must be 

“useful”, that it is unmasculine to be dependent on others. NearlyOver counters this by 

describing employment as “wage slaving for corporations”, suggesting that having a 

conventional job is a sign of lack of control over your own life and that you’re just a cog in 

the big wheel of modern-day capitalism. NearlyOver also codes incels as masculine by 

describing them as rebels for not conforming to societal standards of masculinity, 

employment and productivity (Connell 2005, p. 28, 74, 90). To me, this is similar to the way 

members of the MGTOW community talk about completely “opting out” of relationships with 

women. It is seen as taking control of your life and going against the grain, and in this way 

rejects discourses of masculine compulsory heterosexuality (Connell 2005, p. 103). 

Greenebaum and Dexter (2018) have come to similar conclusions in their study on how vegan 

men incorporate non-masculine traits into their performance of masculinity by connecting 

them to masculine ideals like bravery, rebellion, and courage. 

 

Kamikaze: I am pretty feminine tbh. Can tear up at the slightest shit.  

NorthernWind: Same here. Of course females ignore me. They can immediately 

sense if someone is not dominant.  

Kamikaze: Yeah, I don't bother trying to fake it. Im [sic] a sensitive type and 

pretending im [sic] this bad boy slayer is awkward as heck. It doesent [sic] matter 

anyways. Had I not been ugly, women would find it sweet.  

 

The exchange above is in a thread titled “Men with female traits”, in which NorthernWind, 

the original poster, wonders why some very successful men can’t attract good-looking female 

partners and usually have wives that he refers to as “not very attractive with masculine traits”. 

He suggests that it might be because these men have feminine characteristics that turn “high 

value”, feminine women off, as they are hardwired to find hypermasculine men attractive 

according to incel lore.  
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The user Kamikaze describes himself as feminine because he is easily moved to tears, an 

attribute that is seen as a sign of emotional sensitivity and stereotypically associated with 

women. Kamikaze juxtaposes being easily moved to tears with being dominant, a 

stereotypically masculine trait. The underlying assumption is that women view a man who 

cries easily as submissive and reject (or ignore) him because they as women are attracted to 

dominance. Then, however, Kamikaze states that if women were physically attractive to him, 

they would see his sensitivity in a more positive light. This perpetuates the incel belief that 

physical appearance is the most important and sometimes only metric by which people are 

judged (Baele et al. 2019, p. 8) 

 

Ecstacy: But still, what is masculine for you if not for chad? 

GhostedPhantom: We're all masculine. More masculine than foids, that's for sure. 

And while I was making this thread and replying here, I realized that it's not just 

testosterone that is masculine, but the way men experience life. A foid has everything 

handed to her compared to men. It's through our hardship that we've matured. 

 

Incels assure themselves of their own masculinity by comparing themselves to women, 

reaching the conclusion that at least they’re more masculine than “foids”. This exchange is 

from a thread titled “Chad worship is cucked but masculinity/incel worship is based”. Ecstacy 

is asking GhostedPhantom, the original poster, to define masculinity as it is usually associated 

with Chads. GhostedPhantom states that all incels are masculine because they are not women, 

using a very broad and general definition of masculinity that is based on biology rather than 

attributes or behaviours.  

Because they can’t live up to hegemonically masculine ideals, incels reformulate masculinity 

and construct their own hierarchy where personality traits and characteristics are more 

important to a masculine performance than mere physical attributes or testosterone. Not 

having everything handed to you, enduring hardship, working for what you have is seen as 

part of what makes incels masculine. A very common notion in the incel community is that 

women “live life on easy mode”; women have no trouble finding partners, forming social 

connections, and are generally favoured and coddled by a gynocentric society (“Life on 

tutorial mode” 2021). This is sometimes also applied to Chads in an attempt to feminise them 
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and masculinise incels who have persevered through adversity and as a result are in fact more 

masculine than Chads. 

In this instance, external hegemony is utilised to reassure incels of the fact that while they are 

not hegemonically masculine, they are still more masculine than women, which in turn places 

them above women in the hierarchy of hegemonic masculinity. I associate this with 

Donaldson’s (1993) description of external hegemony, that it “delivers the sense, before a 

man of whatever masculinity even climbs out of bed in the morning, that he is “better” than 

half of humankind” (p. 655).  
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5 Discussion and conclusion 
 

 

In my thesis, I have identified discourses present in the incel community by analysing posts 

on the discussion forum Incels.is. Since the original incel subreddit was banned in 2017, 

Incels.is has grown to be the most popular online meeting place for men and boys who 

identify as involuntary celibates. Through familiarising myself with the content on the forum, 

I wanted to answer the following research questions:  

• How do the users of Incels.is perceive women and Western feminism? 

• How do the users of Incels.is perceive themselves in relation to hegemonic masculinity 

and sexually active heterosexual men? 

My research was two-fold. I wanted to know how incels see “the Other”, women, and the 

movement that’s fought for women’s rights and subsequently robbed incels of any chance of 

ever having a relationship with a woman (according to them, at least). I also wanted to know 

how incels see themselves as men and relate to their own masculinity. For this part of my 

research, I relied on Raewyn Connell’s concept of hegemonic masculinity. This is a 

particularly fruitful tool when researching incels, as at the very core of the incel identity lies 

both a rejection of and desperate desire for typically masculine traits. The reason that incels 

think women are repulsed by them is because they believe women to be hardwired to only 

find hypermasculine men attractive (Bratich & Banet-Weiser 2019, p. 5017; Hoffman et al. 

2020, p. 567; Maxwell et al. 2020, p. 1868; Ging 2019, p. 649). I also used the concept of 

hybrid masculinity, which was born out of hegemonic masculinity, to explain incels’ own 

performances of masculinity. Hybrid masculinity seemingly distances itself from hegemonic 

masculinity while continuing to reinforce gender inequality (Bridges & Pascoe 2014). Incels’ 

lack of hegemonically masculine traits combined with their staunch commitment to patriarchy 

makes them a good example of hybrid masculinity, in my opinion. 

I have collected my data, which consists of posts from 34 prominent users on Incels.is, 

through covert netnography. Using covert netnography has allowed me to collect my data 

while remaining anonymous, which has been of paramount importance as Incels.is does not 

allow women to join and post on the forum. This is because incels don’t believe it’s possible 

for a woman to be an incel, and the moderating team of Incels.is want the forum to remain a 

safe space for its male users (Rules and FAQ 2017). There are ongoing debates within the 

field on netnography about whether or not covert netnography follows ethical guidelines. 
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Robert Kozinets, the pioneer of netnography, has been particularly critical of covert 

netnography and argues that an involved researcher is one of the pinnacles of the practice of 

netnography (Costello et al. 2017, p. 2). Other netnographers argue that in certain cases the 

researcher might not be able to make themselves known, especially when dealing with highly 

taboo topics or hate groups. If the researcher runs the risk of being doxxed (having their 

personal information leaked) by making their presence known to their informants, it might 

inspire them to stay anonymous and collect their data in silence (Rambukkana 2019). Because 

Incels.is is a public forum and I haven’t had to create an account to collect data, I see my 

material as publicly available documents rather than private conversations. The forum users’ 

usernames and their avatars render them all anonymous, so I never knew who my informants 

actually were. Considering all this, I concluded that my method of collecting data did not go 

against research ethics. 

Finally, I analysed my data using critical discourse analysis. I chose critical discourse analysis 

because I felt that this approach would be most sufficient at highlighting the power dynamics 

and societal structures of inequality at work behind my material. Critical discourse analysis 

also stresses the relationship between micro events and macro structures, making it a 

particularly good tool for analysing micro interactions, such as those on internet discussion 

forums, and relating them to larger structures like male supremacy and hegemonic 

masculinity (Fairclough 2013, p. 31).  

Through my analysis I detected four central themes in my material: that incels blame women 

for their celibacy, the evils of feminism, the pressure on men to be hegemonically masculine 

and that the way incels deal with this pressure can be seen as an example of hybrid 

masculinity.  

In line with Winnie Chang’s (2020) article on the “monstrous-feminine” in the incel 

imagination, I gathered from my material that incels view hatred of women as an 

emancipatory act. They justify their intense misogyny by viewing women as the subhuman 

and cunning enemy. Through this lens, hatred becomes self-defence. Because they see women 

as not fully human, they don’t respect women’s bodily autonomy. They also view sex with 

women as a human right for (heterosexual) men, which therefore means that women rejecting 

any man’s sexual advances is seen as a very serious and malicious act. Women could have sex 

with incels but choose not to, ergo, women are to blame for inceldom. Whether or not women 

want to have sex with incels or not is irrelevant in the incel worldview. 
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Incels are of the opinion that feminism is the reason why women can now pick and choose 

who they have sex with and partner, to the detriment of incels. Feminism has afforded women 

financial independence, and so finding a male partner is no longer an absolute necessity for a 

woman. Rather than seeing this as a positive for women, incels begrudge feminism for 

robbing them of their “only chance” to have a female partner. In accordance with common 

antifeminist sentiments, incels compare feminism to Nazism and posit that feminism is 

actively trying to oppress men. They also criticise feminism for de-stigmatising female 

promiscuity, resulting in women who in the opinion of incels are “ruined” because they are no 

longer virgins. 

Hegemonic masculinity and hypermasculine men play a central role in the incel imagination. 

The Chad is the embodiment of hegemonic masculinity, proving that incels have a 

sophisticated understanding of socially constructed gender norms. They do however have an 

affinity for explanations rooted in evolutionary psychology, like many other communities in 

the manosphere. The criticism incels level at the societal pressure to be hegemonically 

masculine is surprisingly similar in tone to feminist discourses. However, while feminists 

usually blame patriarchal gender norms, incels in turn blame the feminist movement.  

In a classic display of hybrid masculinity, incels both criticise hegemonic masculinity and 

celebrate it. They ridicule Chads for being bumbling, unintelligent and obsessed with their 

appearance, but they are also highly critical of themselves and other men who aren’t 

hypermasculine. The components of hegemonic masculinity that incels ridicule are 

conveniently the traits that they don’t see in themselves, like athletic prowess. At the same 

time, they discursively transform their own non-masculine attributes into hegemonically 

masculine ones in an attempt to gain proximity to hegemonic masculinity. Incels are an 

example of how hybrid masculinities can in fact perpetuate gender inequality rather than 

undermine it. 

The incel phenomenon is still growing and deserves more attention, particularly in the 

academic world and the field of gender studies. Mass media and popular culture often flatten 

incels into a mass murdering monolith, and while too many massacres certainly have been 

committed by people who call themselves incels, this is a microscopic percentage of the now 

massive, transnational incel community. A more nuanced understanding of this phenomenon 

is sorely needed and can only be achieved through continued research. It is imperative that 

more attention is paid to the underlying reasons why certain young men seek out these types 

of online communities in the first place, as they are hotbeds for radicalisation. 
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